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Preface   In early 2013, Goldbelt Heritage Foundation 
(GHF), asked if I was interested in a class on Investigat-
ing Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK) for Juneau 
high school students. I fondly remembered the GHF 
summer academy in 2010, and our course manual  What 
would Raven see? (http://www.goldbeltheritage.org/). 
One of our longer-term goals in 2010 had been to extend 
those learning opportunities—piloted in summer immer-
sion courses—to the rest of the school year. Now, with 
support from UAS School of Education, these objectives 
were in sight.

Especially exciting was the essential question for this 
course—“Why do we live here?”  This theme was select-
ed by Dionne Cadiente-Laiti (GHF), Barbara Cadiente-
Nelson (JSD), and Kate Jensen, Education & Curriculum 
Specialist (9-12) for GHF, who taught and coordinated 
the course. Their idea was to investigate—with guidance 
from elders, culture-bearers, scientists and naturalists—
the potential factors for choosing winter village sites and 
summer resource camps.

I’ve explored the Southeast woods and waters for 
38 years. Goldbelt Heritage's essential question has 
become, increasingly, a personal quest for me. How did 
people use this country? How has that use evolved (or 
devolved) over time? What do the ancestors—and their 
light-footed traces on raised beaches, salt lagoons, and 
pitch trees—teach us about sustainable lifeways? 

Still more ‘essential’ are questions about the future. If 
they could speak, what story and practise would those 
ancestors prescribe, for the challenging centuries to 
come?       

 Kate Jensen’s curriculum for the course Why do 
we live here? is at http://www.goldbeltheritage.org/. My 

journal-style retrospective comple-
ments her outlines and materials 
with some highlights of one of 
the most memorable educational 
endeavors of my career.  

Preface 2020   With luxury 
of hindsight, one of the more 
important parts of this manual 
was initially relegated to Appendix 
status: the philosophy and future 
of place names throughout LingÍt 
AanÍ.  Appendix 4) Naming 
our home and Appendix 5) US 
Board on Geographic Names described a process 
and political arena that has since gained momentum 
and recognition I could not have thought possible in 
2013. 

This pair of essays deserves to be a standalone pdf. 
I'm updating them in summer 2020. Since they're still 
embedded in this GHF manual, I will sweep through 
and make a few minor changes to it as well. Both 
pdfs—the larger whydowelivehere.pdf and the compo-
nent placenames essay—will continue to be download-
able from JuneauNature.
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Liana Wallace, Áak’w Kwáan, L’eeneidí, Yaxte 
Hít, at mouth of Kaxdigoowu Héen, describing the 

~600-year-old fish trap here, and the L’eeneidí 
shaman/stream-steward whose cabin stood nearby. 

Why do we live here?

A windy walk 
On February 14th, 2013, in wind and sideways sleet, a dozen 
high school students crossed the footbridge over Mendenhall 
River, en route to Kaxdigoowu Héen, going back clear water 
(Montana Creek)—a perfect day to think about the Little Ice 
Age. I’d asked Liana Wallace, L’eeneidí, to join us, to help 
students see past steel bridges, asphalt bike trails, 50-year-old 
second growth, and Discovery Southeast's bullet-proof trailhead 
interpretive signs, 1 to a time when ancestors gleaned everything 
needed for human sustenance and comfort from the spectacular 
Neoglacial landscape of Áak’w Aaní.

We gingerly slithered over compacted ice slicks on the trail, 
in several places finding it safer to bushwack alongside that 
open, unforeseen skating rink through fringing, trackless forest. 
Our destination was one of the oldest known cultural landmarks 
in Áak’w Aaní, the site where a skillfully-woven fish trap was 
excavated from irony, anaerobic mud in 1991. It had probably 
been buried in one of the sudden outbursts of sediment for 
which Kaxdigoowu Héen is still notorious. Certainly the basket 
wasn’t willfully abandoned; this was a painstakingly constructed 
work of art.  

Huddling hunch-shouldered on the gravel bar at the Kaxdi-
goowu Héen—Mendenhall confluence, 2 we listened as Liana 

1  Designed by Discovery Southeast on contract with CBJ Parks & Rec. See also 
Carstensen (2013). 

2  Aerial view is in Appendix 4: Naming our home.

told about complexities of exavation and preservation of this historic discovery—the first 
basketry-style fish trap recovered by archaeologists on the Northwest Coast.

Much has been written about the trap, its construction style, and the many challenges in 
restoration. 3 Less is known about the environment in which the trap was once used (Why 
they lived there!). To re-imagine the setting, I called Greg Chaney, a geomorphologist who 
participated in the excavation. The basket was buried in sediment so fine that centuries 
passed with no decomposition. Upon exposure to the withering air, lashings of 2-stranded 
rope, incorporating some kind of animal hair, turned to mush in a few days.

3 The most detailed account is Carrlee (2009).
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Chaney said the broader context of today’s confluence includes cross-bedded alluvium, indicating 
a dynamic, advancing bar, and layers of large, coarse gravel. Montana Creek has been considered 
‘flashy’ by hydrologists such as my mentor Dan Bishop, who attributed much of that dynamism to 
the steep-walled, unstable valley of what we call McGinnis Creek4 in the headwaters. These walls 
of crumbly slate avalanche routinely, hurling slugs of channel-plugging sediment far downstream. 

Imagining the incident that buried our fish trap about 600 years ago, I remembered camping on 
a small Xutsnoowú (Admiralty) creek—maybe half the volume of Kaxdigoowu Héen—during a 
severe fall rainstorm. In the morning we went out to see how our anchored skiff had fared, and 
found its shore-line buried under 18 inches of gravel! It took us a long time to unearth the rope. 

4  Mc Innis was a pioneering miner. No Tlingit name is given in the 2012 atlas.  

Left: 1910 map 
shows west-
ward migration 
of Mendenhall 
River that 
undermined 

the site of a cabin marked by Adolph Knopf, USGS. On Knopf’s 
survey, miner’s cabins were almost always connected to dashed 
lines indicating trails or primitive roads. None led to this cabin 
(red square) downstream from Kaxdigoowu Héen confluence. 
Was this the shaman’s fish camp in Liana’s story? The following 
3-panel series gives historical context.  ●   Inset: Trap replica by 
Janice Criswell (UAS) & Steve Hendrickson (AK State Museum)   
For context compare following 3-panel historical series. 

 In the mid-1700s, rather than coniferous forest, Mendenhall Valley probably looked more 
like this scene on Chilkat River, summer, 2013. This cottonwood-willow-alder fringe occu-

pies a slightly-raised channel-margin levee, caused by spillover deposition during frequent 
floods: the valley is considered by hydrologists to be aggrading. Overbank flooding no 

longer occurs in lower Mendenhall Valley due to channel incision. Hydrologically, the flood-
plain has shifted to a degrading phase. 
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Kaxdigoowu Héen historical series   
1750  At peak of the Little Ice Age, Áak’w Glacier 

partially overrode what became Community Gardens. 
Mendenhall River didn’t exist; principle outflow was 

Kaxdigoowu Héen on the west, and today’s Duck and 
Jordan Creeks (then rivers) on the east. At this time, 

Kaxdigoowu Héen did not run clear.
   

1910  USGS map of Mendenhall Valley showed no 
roads or trails west (left) of the river. South of this map, 

Pederson Dairy claimed the salt marsh. A school on 
the west bank operated from 1910 to 1918. But Peder-

sons never homesteaded as far north as the conflu-
ence. Did Knopf’s cabin symbol denote a persistent 
L’eeneidí fish camp, on a terrace since cut away by 

bank erosion? With enlargement of Mendenhall Lake 
(upper right), the new-born river was slowly robbed of 

sediment and began to entrench. Detail of rectangle is 
enlarged on previous page.   

2013  Trails in orange. Ancient fish trap (red asterisk) 
pre-dates Mendenhall River. The 1750 panel and 
scene below more closely approximate the trap’s 

context at the time it was active. Although the trap was 
used several centuries before Little-Ice-Age-maximum, 

the valley floor ~600 years ago was already swept by 
outwash that discouraged mature conifer forest.

If that line, tied to a tree, had instead been a 
staked-down fish trap with nothing to mark its 
exact location, we might have given up trying 
to find it.  
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Gunalchéesh!  
This course had many expert helpers, listed here in the order they 
presented, or joined us as field-trip guides. Kate Jensen taught and 
coordinated the course. David Katzeek and I attended most of the          
classes. Ed Hotch, Barbara Cadiente-Nelson and Dionne Cadiente-
Laiti of GHF, and Frank Coenraad of UAS frequently observed.

Ed & Percy Kunz, GHF
Paul Marks, GHF 
Eran Hood, UAS
Liana Wallace  UAS
Paul Berg, GHF
Steve Merli, DSE
Rick Belagh, DSE
Victoria Johnson, GHF
Riley Woodford, ADF&G
Helen Watkins
Henry Hopkins, JSD
Kathleen Galau, JSD
Catherine Pohl
Fred White, GHF
John Smith, JSD
Marsha Hotch, GHF
Rachael Myron, JRD
Myra Gilliam, JRD
Dan Monteith, UAS
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Post-class catamaran trip with 
student-reps and Friends of 
Admiralty:
Marie Olson, Nora and Richard 
Dauenhauer, Ernestine Hayes, KJ 
Metcalf, 

Participating agencies & NGOs:
ADF&G - Alaska Dept of Fish & 
Game; DSE - Discovery South-
east; GHF - Goldbelt Heritage 
Foundation; JRD - Juneau Ranger 
District; JSD - Juneau School 
District; UAS - University of Alaska 
Southeast. 

Traditional Ecological Knowledge

The title of our course, initially, was Investigating TEK. We soon settled 
on a narrower and more tractable focusing question: What factors (in 
the past, present and future) enter into decisions about where, in the 
Southeast landscape, to locate winter habitations and summer resource 
encampments? 1 As a Southeast naturalist, this was a question I’d been 

asking casually, with increasing frequency in recent years. But not until 
winter and spring of 2013, prompted by Kate, Dionne and Barbara, did I try to approach the 
question in a systematic way—asking it also of every expert who participated in our course. 

Evolution of the TEK class
Kate Jensen and Dionne Cadiente-Laiti lined up an amazing suite of elders, linguists, 
culture-bearers, biologists, archeologists, naturalists, and scholars to visit and lend guidance 
to our students. Not until preparing an acknowledgements slide to conclude our students’ 
commencement-day powerpoint presentations did I fully appreciate the breadth of commu-
nity support for this pilot effort. 

I was called in after the first few class meetings—held bi-weekly in Florence Sheakley’s 
room after the regular school day ended at JD High—and I attended every class and field 
session thereafter. I was immediately struck by our students' respect for and interest in the 
presenters and their areas of expertise. It was a priviledge to learn alongside them.

Part 1 of this manual describes several class, field and lab sessions, to give a sense of our 
process (often unforeseeable), and of the excitement we all felt at the intermingling of ideas 
and experience. Part 2 explores the geography of kwáans, scaling out to all of Lingít Aaní. 
Then, in Part 3, we systematically address the primary (and a few secondary) factors in 
village site selection.    

1  As for what to actually call these inhabitations, that could be the subject of another whole class, although not one that I'm 
particularly qualified or inclined to lead. The philosophy and semantics of naming is cursorily explored in the following sidebar 
"Village"—suspect etymologies?  

 Part 1  ●  Investigating TEK 
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Etymology of " village" 
Toward the end of our course, David Katzeek pointed out that the very word “village,” 
(especially "winter village") might be considered, semantically-speaking, part of the process 
by which Tlingit lands and legacies were expropriated or co-opted. This bears further inves-
tigation, and may ultimately suggest revisions to our vocabulary. Comparison might be 
made to discussions over legal and colloquial use of the term “subsistence,” which some 
deem objectionable for a variety of reasons. 

Words are important. A term that seems value-neutral or even respectful to some can 
seem 'loaded' to others. In Appendix 2, I list Tlingit words relating to our use of land. Here, 
let's briefly explore the history of "village" and related English terms.

Village  "Inhabited place larger than a hamlet but smaller than a town, from Old French 
vilage: 'houses & other buildings in a group' . . . As adjective from 1580s." www.etymonline.
com 

 "Village" may not carry overt negative implications for those of us invoking the smaller 
settlements of Southeast Alaska. But is it condescending in ways we don't remember or 
recognise? A number of related terms for little, rural places have clearly pejorative uses: 
hickish, from the sticks, clodhopping, jerkwater town. Adjectives for inhabitants of such 
places include boorish, lumpen, loutish. A rube is an unsophisticated person from a rural 
area. Many terms for boondock-folk are preceded by un or in to contrast them with the 
more worldly-wise: uncultured, uncouth, inurbane. All of these archaic labels betray snob-
bish if not imperialistic attitude and design.

The colonial strategem—sometimes believed but often simply devious—of declaring a 
camp or settlement "abandoned," thus available, made use of terms that played on ephem-
erality; for example, "winter village." To some Europeans, a place not lived in year-round 
was not to be taken seriously. Still less legitimate were beaches and stream-mouths occu-
pied by clans and houses only long enough to put up the year's supply of fish or cedarbark. 
(Ironic, then, that today's well-heeled community leaders collect playhomes in bedroom 
villages like Gustavus and Tenakee, for equally short but legally deeded sojourns.)   

I look forward to further discussion about word meanings, and careful selection of 
names for places. Meantime—no more suitable or traditional terms having been suggest-
ed—we’ll use “village” as a placeholder, with apologies to those who might prefer less 
'loaded' language. Speaking of "winter villages," we'll suspend judgement over legitimacy 
of come-&-go land use, and use this term for cozy cold-season retreats, not necessarily 
resource-rich, but well-suited to 'hunkering down.' To denote centrality of settlements that 
served—or still serve—as gathering places for entire multi-clan kwáans, perhaps "kwáan 
village" or "core village" is more to the point than "winter village."   

The hunt for t’óok’ 
T’óok’ or stinging nettle, is a good example of a supposedly "focusing" 
topic that ultimately sprawled over a huge intellectual and emotional 
terrain. The best thing about hunting t’óok’ is you can't do it inside.

In February, darkness falls early. If you bus or car-pool to an after-
school field trip, or pause for a pre-walk benediction, you’ll end up 
coming out by headlamp. We didn’t know much about early Áak’w 
Kwáan land use in the immediate surroundings of Juneau-Douglas 
High School, but I did know where there was a chance of finding 
t’óok’, hopefully pushing up already in late February on steep, south-
west-facing microsites, about 40 raven-flaps from the school building. 
As Discovery Southeast naturalists have learned from thousands of 
outings over the past quarter century, it’s less important where you go 
and how much you know about a place, than the excitement-level of 
the questions you generate, and the memories students bring back from 
their explorations. So, on Thursday, Feb. 26, 4 PM, we hoofed it out of 
JD High and started climbing.

The Goldbelt Heritage TEK class was already getting attention from 
seasoned Juneau educators. I’d talked about it so much that Discovery 
Southeast senior-naturalists Steve Merli and Rick Bellagh wanted to 
see first hand what was going on (Dionne generously added them to the 
GHF payroll). Riley Woodford, of ADF&G’s Sounds Wild radio series, 
also joined us. Victoria Johnson, culture-bearer who teaches edible and 
medicinal plant uses, joined us on the mountainside.  

Altogether, it was a mixed pack that headed into Behrends Slide. 
With that many skilled hunters and alert apprentices, its best to forget 
agendas or pre-determined outcomes, and simply let the country 
suggest the quarry. I’d recently spooked a juvenile goshawk off a 
carcass here, and wanted to see if our students could figure out how 
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a severed teal wing came to be lying in the gravel access road. But by the 
time we got to that butchering site, folks were spread out all over the moun-
tainside, each little group sniffing out its own mysteries. My goshawk-
leavings were decidedly upstaged by Rick Bellagh’s story of climbing with 

his brother to the top of the largest open-grown or 'wolf tree' on the edge of 
the slide, and falling asleep in the gigantic eagle nest that none of our party, 
until then, had noticed. 

You see what you’re ready to see. And with a pack of this caliber, we 

1902

Probably the earliest oblique 
photo of Juneau and its encom-
passing landscape. It was taken 

a year before Kitty Hawk, with 
a heavy glass-plate camera 

lugged into the Douglas alpine 
by surveyor W.J. Peters. On left, 

note buildings (or wall tents?) 
below Behrends slide. 
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1918

 A 50-foot-contour map by the US Geological Survey. Topography still based 
partially on surveys by WJ Peters, who took the preceding 1902 photo. By 

1918, downtown Juneau had mushroomed. I’ve superimposed Behrends Slide 
in yellow, and a few modern features in pink, along with dots showing the route 

we walked in 2013. Comparing that camp in the lower left of the 1902 photo 
(who lived here?)—might it explain the t’óok’  we found in Behrends Slide?

saw a lot!  Riley showed us the alder where he recorded a treed black bear cub moaning 
plaintively for its mother (he emailed me the mp3 that evening). From then on, eyes were 
peeled for claw marks on the delicate skin of shéix’w, red alder.

And you feel what you’re ready to feel. Before we picked any plants, Victoria spoke of 
what her own mentors had taught her about respect and gratitude for each plant or animal 
who feeds us. Healer-naturalist Steve Merli circulated throughout our pack, making sure 
everyone felt welcome on the mountainside.

Our goal, loosely speaking, was t’óok.’  In the narrated slide shows 1 I devote a lot of 
time to this food- fiber- and medicinal plant, and I won’t duplicate that speculation on 
Tlingit uses here. What I hope instead to demonstrate is how many connections can be 
made when naturalists, and culture bearers and curious students put their minds together.

Judy Brakel 2 and I have found t’óok’ at cultural sites all over Southeast Alaska. But 
aside from those places, it’s pretty rare. So presence of nettle gets me searching for signs 
of Tlingit horticulture—either literally, on site, or post-field, on maps and photos.  

T’óok’ likes substrates with elevated phosphate and nitrogen, such as the fertile 
mollusk midden-mounds at Aanchgaltsóow, or the base of the white-karst fortress bluffs 
at Táas’ Daa, double-headed tide around it (Lemesurier Island)—the place my friend’s 
dragon-hunting daughter named Puff’s Cave. T’óok’s spotty distribution points strongly 
to purposeful introduction. 3 

But once established, t’óok’ thrives on any sufficiently buffered, disturbed surface with 
lots of sun. Behrends slide fits that description. Can you see where I’m leading with the 

1  Four .exe shows. not posted to GHF site or JuneauNature, but I'm happy to share with educators seeking more detail 
on 'why we live here.'   

2  Judy lives in Gustavus and has taught wild edible classes for many decades. We independently reached the 
conclusion that nettles were cultivated throughout the Tongass, and have both been puzzled at the lack of attention to 
this matter in Southeast archaeology.   

3  Calder and Taylor, authors of Flora of the Queen Charlotte Islands, said that in the Haida Gwaii, nettle was only 
encountered at old Haida camps and settlements. 

Consider also this quote from Krauss (1885). It's part of a generic description of Tlingit villages, but since he spent 
months at Klukwan in 1880, we might speculate that was one occurrance: "There are paths trodden through the rank 
growth of nettles from house to house. . ."   
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1964

Left: In the winter of 1962, two years before this 
photo, a huge avalanche swooped down Behrends 
slide, damaging 35 houses and blasting snow 
across the channel to Treadwell ditch trail at 700 
feet on Douglas Island. In this oblique view, the 
slide zone was still crisp-edged and raw. No coni-
fers were yet apparent at the base of the base 
of the slide just above Behrends Avenue. When 
we exited through a gloomy spruce forest here, I 
asked the students how old the trees were. They 
were surprised to learn only alders grew here in 
the 1960s.  

Right: Discovery Southeast naturalist Rick Bellagh 
explained how a primary bud of s’áxt’, devil’s club, 
can be collected without lasting harm to the plant, 
leaving the secondary bud to take over. What we 

probably modelled best in Behrends slide was the 
satisfaction of communal hunting—of the magni-

fied perceptual power of friends outdoors.

old maps and photos of Dzantik’i Héeni?
Rick Bellagh was first to discover a tiny purplish-green sprig of nettle, on 

an inclining, snow-free site. The most adventurous of our students sought 
out their own buds and nibbled them, wincingly. T’óok’ is similar to s’áxt’, 
devil’s club, in that you can sort of get away with chewing the earliest spring 
growth raw, without overly abusing your lips and gums. Steaming is 
better, but these incipient buds were way too small to think about 
gathering. 

My guess is that in addition to carefully managed t’óok’ 
gardens, as captured in the 1888 Case & Draper photo of old 
Aanchgaltsóow, (sidebar: LiDAR for Aanchgaltsóow, page 44),  
there were dozens of more casually introduced patches, left to 

fend for themselves at summer camps. 
Did the Behrends slide t’óok’ slowly ascend into the chute, encouraged by 

serial avalanches and disturbance associated with CBJ access roads? Who 
once lived or camped on the beach directly below? A good hunt comes home 
with you, to be savored for weeks (or in this case months) afterward.

Because t’óok’ is such a wonderful example of Why (and how) 
we live here, it’s worth quoting at length from the most heavily 
used reference on every Southeast naturalist’s bookshelf—
Pojar & MacKinnon’s Plants of the Pacific Northwest Coast. 
One of the 10 coauthors is British Columbian ethnobotanist 
Nancy Turner, considered by many to have a broader under-
standing of the deep-historical uses of northwestern plants 

Warning!   As soon as 
nettle buds begin to expand, 

they become extremely irritating 
even to the touch, and should 
never be tasted raw. Normally, 

leaves are gathered with gloves 
and steamed before eating.  
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than any other living person. 
Here’s her summary of sting-
ing nettle:

“ . . . a weedy species, prob-
ably a native of Europe, 
occasional in disturbed areas 
at low elevation . . . south 
of 51o [sic: this Eflora atlas 
shows it to >60o on the coast] 
The stinging hairs [secrete 
acid] . . .causing an irritat-
ing rash . . .  Nevertheless, 
leaves cooked and eaten as 
greens when young. . .by 
coastal and interior tribes. . . 
.   Called ‘Indian spinach’ . . . 
but it is questionable whether 
this was a traditional use or 
whether it was introduced by 
Europeans. The plants were, 
however, an important source 
of fibre for making fish-nets, 
snares and tumplines.” 

In search of more clues 
about t’óok’s origins and tenure 
in the western hemisphere, I learned 
that Lewis and Clark found it already growing 
when they reached the mouth of Columbia River in 1805. 
For me, this raises doubt that European introduction could explain 
all North American occurrences. Even earlier and closer to home, the 
first Russian landfall documented cultural use of t’óok’on Kayak Island 
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Left  The standard botanical field guide for every Southeast 
naturalist. The cultural information in this book comes from 
Nancy Turner.  ●  Right  A book Nancy co-edited, develop-
ing the idea that NW coast peoples were way more horti-
cultural than recognized by early explorers, anthropolo-
gists, or even current historians. 

Winter & Pond, 1896, “Camp of Auk Indians.” Location 
not specified. Another W&P photo, obviously taken here on 
the same day, is dated 1895. Although this ~30-foot wave-
cut escarpment somewhat resembles the slope between 
new Áak’w Village and Governor’s-mansion terrace, that 
stretch of shoreline had many clan houses as early as a 
decade before this photo, which looks more like a summer 

fish camp. The slope was logged, probably in the mid-1880s, and is coming back in alder and blueberry. 
In this low-res download from vilda.alaska.edu, I can’t make out background detail, but it would be worth 
examining the original, as some Winter & Pond images have outstanding resolution. Maybe there’s even an 
identifiable sprig of t’ook’ behind the tents. Meantime, though, flip back to Peters’ 1902 photo from the Doug-
las alpine and check out the base of the Behrends slide. Could summer shoreline camps like these have 
anything to do with spread of t’ook’ up into the avalanche zone over the ensuing 130 years?

at the western limits of Lingít Aaní in 1741. Ship’s naturalist Georg Steller 
found a storage pit 12 feet deep with delicious dried sockeye fillets, yanaa.
eit, cow parsnip, and scraped stems of t’óok’, which he’d already seen used 
in Kamchatka for making fish nets. He noted that t’óok’grew thickly on the 
small portion of Kayak Island he had time to explore. 

Finally; t’óok’ is not limited to the coast. The preceding E-flora BC range 
map shows a collection by paleoecologist Richard Hebda in the dry interior 
headwaters of Aalséix, resting (Alsek River).

The North American nettle species Urtica doioca is currently divided into 
6 subspecies, and probably some are ‘native,’ or at least of longer tenure than 
the paltry few centuries following Euro-explorations of the Northwest Coast.

To my knowledge, nobody has done genetic work to trace the separate 
colonization trajectories of  t’óok’ subspecies—at least not in our portion of 
its range. This plant could be as important to understanding Why and how we 
lived here as k’únts’, Tlingit potato, and deserves analysis such as Elizabeth 
Kunibe has done for that cultivar. ( http://www.uas.alaska.edu/soundings/archive-
files/2009/04/fertile-ground.html )

Only a few seaweeds green-up as early as t’óok.’ On land, nothing humanly 
edible precedes it. Eating fresh, steamed t’óok is one of my most treasured 
rites of spring. I’ve gone off on this meandering pursuit of a single species—
t’óok’—to show that what ever leaf you turn over, human histories are staring 
back at you.
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Conceptual framework for the question Why do we live here? The 
bottom arc shows human needs (desirable features). Across top, 

from left to right, is the sequence of disciplines employed by scien-
tists and naturalists to characterize a place. We used whiteboard 

versions of this diagram to frame brainstorming sessions. Although 
never quite as elaborate in class as in this spiderweb version, the 

‘bubbles’ elicited observations and speculations about interconnect-
edness of all these factors. For example, when I noted the left-to-

right trend of ‘ologies’ (in science-speak, anyway) was from ‘abiotic’ 
to ‘biotic,’ Kate countered that the very concept of living versus 

nonliving was an artificial dicotomy in many Native traditions.   

In a debriefing session Kate led, the day after this walk through Behrends slide, it struck 
me what a thoughtful, gracious and inspired team of students we were blessed with. Hear-
ing what moved them about that walk was like watching the birth of poetry. As my friend 
Clay Good sometimes comments, regarding his most memorable students, “I hope I’ll be 
that grown-up, someday.”

Framing the question: needs and setting
Although never defined explicitly, my evolving role in the pilot TEK class was to provide 
an overview that incorporated the many wonderful threads introduced by our visiting 
specialists. Obviously, I was better equipped to do this on the natural- than cultural history 
side of the question. David Katzeek filled a similar role as integrator of cultural-history 
components. 

Having participated in several educational and literary endeavors to integrate TEK and 
Western Science, I remember them as good-hearted and mutually respectful efforts that 
ended up stapling together those parallel world views without deep cross-fertilization. Not 
to disparage staplers—fine tools, as far as they go—but there’s so much more we can do!

Because we had 4 months to collaborate, our 2013 course was different. Dionne and 
Kate sought an even balance of traditional Tlingit education with scientific/academic 
approaches. And the extended duration of our class provided time for instructors to listen 
to each other, and to tentatively incorporate unfamiliar tools and ideas into their own 

offerings—something that can’t happen in a whirlwind 3-day 
conference.  

After watching the pilot course unfold for several sessions, 
and helping to shape and incubate its essential question, I 
cobbled together the 'bubble diagram' above, which became the 
scaffolding for the 4-part narrated slideshow series. Kate and 
I agreed it was best to present this in an interactive way (live 
rather than ‘canned’). So we began with a whiteboard version of 
the diagram, and solicited connections from our students, linking 
the various bubbles to each other. For examples, see the begin-
ning of slideshow #4. 

We did, finally, toward the end of the class, find time to proj-
ect the first 3 of the 4 shows that I recorded in draft form. They 
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Remains of Tuxekan, a village of the Takjik’ Àan Kwáan, on northern 
Tàan, sea lion (Prince of Wales Island). At the end of slideshow 3, I 
note that this location in the inside of Tuxekan Island, although south-
west-facing, sometimes ices over in winter today. Icing was likely the 
norm in the Little Ice Age, limiting the appeal of Takjik’ Àan as a winter 
home. 

~1920
run between 20 and 30 minutes each, and can be paused to interject questions or comments. 
Alternatively, they could be shown in the first portion of a 40-minute class, leaving time for 
discussion afterward. (villagefactors1, 2, 3 &4.exe)

Before moving on to a more systematic exploration of  why we live here, let’s look briefly at 3 
more examples of class sessions—none planned at the outset, but all, in retrospect, foundational 
units we strongly recommend to anyone undertaking a course of this nature. The classes (one of 
them a lab) involved drinking water (goon heén), food (haa atxaayí), and mapping (GIS). 

Goon héen: springfed stream
If it isn’t already apparent, Kate, David and I were pretty much ‘winging it’ as we navigated 

the braided waterways of traditional ecological knowledge, 
and more academic, or left-brainy approaches to Why we 
live here. But it sometimes later seemed as if we couldn’t 
have chosen a more elegant path. Once, early in the course, 
David Katzeek introduced a new term. At the time I didn’t 
immediately notice how fundamental it would become to our 
guiding question. Goon heén, said David, wasn’t just any 
kind of stream. It was the sort of stream you want close at 
hand, where you live. Goon 4 means spring, so goon heén is 
a little creek with reliable, upwelling water, not dependent so 
directly upon the whims of precipitation, nor so apt to freeze 
bottomfast as other little streams, nor be polluted by dead 
fish later in the year. 

One example of the ecological importance of goon heén 
is given in Appendix 4: Naming our home. Eix’gul’héen, 
warm springs creek (Switzer Creek) is one of the best local 
wintering streams for salmonids, because the upwelling 
spring water, a few degrees above freezing, prevents icing 
that kills fish elsewhere. Imagine how valuable a stream like 
this would be for a village of several hundred people, who 
thereby avoided melting snow or chipping through ice to get 

4  Watch out for accents with this word!  Goon = spring.  Góon = gold.  A Góon = 
isthmus (as with Angoon peninsula, which is basically lacking in springs!) 
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Three of our students selected Shakanáxk’w, dead trees on mountain (Funter Bay) in our 
GIS lab session, described below. Their challenge was to find goon héen, in proximity to a 
good canoe beach, with defensive visibility. At the coarse scale of this orthophoto, most of 
the streams I was able to trace in blue along indented topography are probably too large. 
So the students’ next step was to cruise the beaches with hi-res Alaska Shorezone oblique 
photography (examples follow). Because Shorezone is always shot at low tide, almost any 
little springfed trickle that makes it out onto the beach can be studied in fine detail. 

Second growth spruce 
at Funter cannery—

subsquently the WWII 
Aleut internment 
camp—shows as 

darker, smooth-textured 
canopy. Was this also 

home to an earlier 
Wooshkeetaan village?

their January drinking and cooking water. 
Goon heén, said David, was celebrated with the phrase at duseigu atoowu 

wei héen, breath of life is in the water. It was especially valued by David’s 
Shangukeidí ancestors from Tlakw.áan, eternal town (Klukwan), coldest of all 
Tlingit settlements. 

Above left: Paired spring-fed streams at Auke Rec, too small for a salmon run, therefore 
not an attractant to bears.  ●   Above right:  This larger stream on back Douglas Island 
hosts heavy pink and chum runs, making water unattractive for drinking in late summer. 
Today only black bears inhabit the island, but there would also have been brown bears in 
precontact times, best avoided except for brief cohabitation in fishing season. (Thornton & 
Martin, 2012, give no Tlingit name.)

Haa atxaayí: our food
In 2009, the Forest Service updated and reissued a classic document on tradi-
tional foods, assembled by Dick Newton and Madonna Moss, including inter-
views with dozens of elders about Tlingit uses of plants and animals. The title 
is:  Haa atxaayí aaa kusteeyíx sitee, Our food is our Tlingit way of life. This 
collaboration of Dick and Madonna—merging TEK with academic skills and 
approaches, played out in a similar way in our 2013 class through the partner-
ship of Helen Watkins and Henry Hopkins. 

Some of the most memorable moments in our course came from the 
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team-teaching of Helen—a master 
of food-gathering and preserva-
tion—and Henry, a high school 
biology teacher who has worked 
with Helen for years, in the process 
becoming intrigued with the science 
behind traditional methods of 
preservation.  

As with David’s comment about 
goon héen, I confess that when I 
first heard we were going to learn 
about fermentation, it didn’t impress 
me as central to the question Why do we live here? I’ve taught 
wild edibles since the 1980s, but never gave my students a more 
satisfying (or more durable) answer to the question “How do you 
use it?” than “Toss it in the pan with butter and garlic.” 5

But think about Southeast geography, 300 years ago. One 
small stream—goon heén—could meet the daily needs of a 
hundred people. But that many appetites will soon zero out all 
the steamers and cockles from home beach, all the neighborhood 
deer, all the goose-tongue and glasswort from the nearest estuar-
ies, even all the tended nettle from the high-yield potherb-&-fiber 
gardens in front of each clan house. Which brings us to the logic of Áak’w 

5  My adult students, most of them better cooks than I, soon caught on to my limited repertoire, and 
whenever someone innocently asked for food-preparation advice, the class would chorus: “fry it in butter & 
garlic!” 

The hooligan didn’t get eaten in class, 
so Helen told me to take the whole plate 

home. Wow! Who needs butter?  

Kwáan’s central village name: Aanchgaltsóow, nexus town—the 
place people came and went from, gathering food from 20 miles 
in every direction. 

In a 30-foot cedar canoe—subject of yet another eye-opening 
class co-taught by Henry Hopkins and Fred White of Yakutat—
residents of Aanchgaltsóow could reach the far ends of Áak’w 
territory in one strenuous day’s paddle. Terrain within a short 
walk of winter villages didn’t have to provide all or even most of 
the peoples’ food, clothing, structural timber, or firewood.

But here’s where fermentation comes in, as well as smoking, 
sun-drying, grease-packaging, and underground storage. While all that non-
food stuff keeps pretty well, salmon, clams, venison and berries spoil. In 
interior Alaska and Canada, you could hoist a lot of that food into elevated 
caches, out of reach of mustelids, canids and ravens, and just let it freeze. 
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Above: Fred White explains the different types of canoes. 

Right: Food storage pits behind Naltóoshgán, 
Aanx’aakhittaan and Teikweidí village, Xootsnoowú 

Kwáan. Each pit was associated with a different clan 
house. More on importance of substrate follows in Village 

location factors > 1) Level, well-drained, diggable.

On the balmy coast, where 40o temperatures are 
possible in any month (even, probably, in the Little 
Ice Age), that hasn't been an option since the early 
Holocene.

 In days before refrigeration and even canning, 
some aspects of putting up food involved finely-
tuned skills entrusted only to the eldest women. It 
takes an experienced nose, says Helen, to tell the 
difference between masterfully-aged stink eggs 

you can feed to children, and fatal poison. Henry added that while fermentation of plants was common 
in Western cultures (eg beer, sauerkraut), decaying animal products carry risks such as botulism, and 
were less important to pre-industrial European farming cultures than here on the root-poor North Pacific, 
where aged fish and seal oils were staple foods.

Understanding ways in which haa atxaayí, our food, could be gathered from far and wide, then made 
available during lean months in mostly-foodless-but-cozy retreats throughout cold-&-moldy winters, is 

2012
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central to Why we live here. It comes down to 'shelf-life!'
More directly linked to landscape than techniques such 

as fermentation 6 and smoking were below-ground storage 
pits in the winter villages—the original ‘root-cellars.’ You 
can’t readily dig a 6-foot-deep pit in the boulder-riddled 
glacial till blanketing most upland surfaces of Southeast 
Alaska. But throughout Áak’w and T’áaku Aaní, at least for 
the past 2 centuries, most villages were on raised beaches. 
There, it’s easy to dig. Even farther south at Naltóoshgán, 
below Angoon (photo of pits, above), deLaguna’s excava-
tions revealed: 

“75 inches of alternating layers of shelly midden and thin 
lenses of beach sand.” 

A shoveler’s dream! What lovely reasons for Why we live 
here!

6  Actually, David Katzeek told us of a preservation method that combined the 
seemingly disparate elements of fermentation, hydrology and landscape position. 
At Klukwan, some of the latest-running November téel’, dog salmon, were 
cleaned and stored in certain pools that rarely froze, to be eaten in the depths of 
winter. These strong-smelling but mild-tasting fish stores were savory delicacies. 
In such a cold location, only pools replenished by slightly warmer groundwater, 
upwelling from vast alluvial fans, could possibly remain ice-free. 

Thunder Mtn 
GIS lab. Back 

row, left to right: 
TMH teacher 

Kathleen Galau, 
Discovery natu-

ralists Steve 
Merli & RC.

GIS: mapping Lingít Aaní1

If our t’óok’-hunt in Behrends slide and follow-up discussion was an emotional/philosophi-
cal turning point in the course, the day we spent in Kathleen Galau’s computer lab at Thunder 
Mountain High School was the intellectual convergence—of many threads generously shared 
in previous sessions by specialists named on page 6. Through advanced mapping technology, 
our students each selected their own winter village site, and assessed its merits and shortcom-
ings. Until this point, the students had been sponges, soaking in all the ideas and experiences 
brought to our class and upwelling from field sessions. Now they shifted toward presentation 
mode, building the case for Why we live here.

Our decision to use GIS was ambitious, and for comparison, merits a look back at some 
earlier teaching I did for Goldbelt Heritage. The GHF summer camp of 2010 was a 10-day 
immersion course, summarized in the manual What would Raven see? Our team (Clay Good, 
Sanjay Pyare, Kathy Hocker and I) had 2 hours in lab each day with the students, and our 

1  GIS = Geographic Information Systems. ArcMap is the leading program in this field. Interfacing between maps, imagery, and 
databases, GIS allows quantitative analysis of spatial patterns. An example of ArcMap as measuring tool follows under Kwaáns: 
dimensions of claimed land. 
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assignment was to help them process everything they were learning, from Tlingit 
language in the mornings, to catamaran cruises, salmon preparation, GPS exercises, 
and wild edibles collections. 

One priority in summer 2010 was to show how a photo with associated GPS 
waypoint enhances utility of field observation. The program ArcMap would have 
been ideal for this, and could have served other course objectives as well. But we 
made the decision not to use it, for reasons explained in What would Raven see?  
To recapitulate: 

●  Although ArcMap—the leading GIS program—is a powerful tool, used for 
most mapping tasks by professionals in the sciences, it’s very expensive. Schools 
and non-profits typically acquire ArcMap for free or at affordable prices. After 
graduation, however, few students retain access.

●  Learning ArcMap takes time. 2 Does time spent on program skill-building 
address the course’s essential question, or drain energy from it?

●  Without a co-instructor intimately familiar with the lab, server passwords, 
location of vector and imagery files, program idiosyncracies, etc, don’t even think 
about it. You’ll burn through your lab time proving that high tech toys are just frus-
trating distractions from What Raven sees.

2  Less time, however, on the part of students—who’ll take to it like ducks to water—than by frazzled instructors 
tasked with building their training pool.  

Sample ArcMap window. Black rectangle frames our study area—mostly Áak’w and T’áaku Aaní, 
but also a bit of Xutsnoowú and Kéex’ Kwáan country to the south. Students each selected a 
winter village site within this frame, and had access to everything in the ‘table of contents’ or 
TOC—that bar on the left—except the top layer showing where the villages actually were. We had 
decided at the outset of the course not to share these locations until later.

In this view, layers displayed (i.e. checked in the TOC) include: glaciers, saltwater, and lakes, 
with a hillshade base. In addition are two layers (red-circled) I created especially for the course: 

• Lakes hosting gaat, sockeye, most important fish for smoking on the northwest coast—shown 
as red dots.

• Clans, color-coded in 2 spectrums for moiety. ‘Hot’ colors—red through yellow—are Eagle. 
‘Cool’ colors—blue through green—are Raven.    
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Megan traces family back to Hoonah 
in Google Earth oblique view.

For our purposes in the summer 2010 academy, Google Earth served as a 
fine receptacle for cable-downloading waypoints from GPSes after field trips. 
The main point of GPS-to-computer linking during that broader-focus course 
was to examine where we’d just been on a map or air photo. Besides, Google 
Earth has the additional benefit of being a ‘universal’ program that students 
can use at home, and long after the class ends. 

So why did we take the plunge into GIS in 2013? One reason, basically; her 
name is Kathleen Galau.

About a decade ago, Kathleen was one of a dozen participants in a GIS 
class for middle-school teachers. Linda Frame, then with the Juneau School 
District, had procured funding to buy 2 carts with 15 Arc-loaded laptops each, 
housed at Floyd Dryden and Dzantik’i Héeni Middle Schools. 

It’s hard to measure success of these pilot endeavors. Only a handful of 
the teachers who took the GIS training went on to use ArcMap with their 
students. I was available in the follow-up year to attend computer sessions 
at DZ and FD, assisting teachers with GIS instruction. I observed that 
students—even on first exposure to the program—were more comfortable 
experimenting, learning by trial and error, than most of the teachers who had 
earned ED593 credits for completing the ArcMap course. 

The standout success was in Kathleen Galau’s Floyd Dryden classroom, 
where Kristen Romanoff and Neil Barton of Fish & Game began coming in to 
help students track locally telemetered black bears in ArcMap. I once bumped 
into that class on a Visitor Center field trip, when everyone was gushing over 
a close encounter with the very bear they’d been monitoring. 

As far as I know, Arc is no longer used by anyone at the Middle School 
level. But Kathleen subsequently moved on to Thunder Mountain High 
School, where she found herself in charge of a state-of-the-art computer lab, 
with ArcMap on every machine. 

Midway through Why do we live here, I’d created a detailed GIS project 
with layers for about 30 factors in village-site selection. Kate and I decided 
this ArcMap project so thoroughly explored and integrated our essential ques-
tion that students deserved a chance to get their hands on aakw-taaku.mxd. 3 

Kathleen Galau offered to spend all day with us on Saturday, March 30th, 

3  The ArcMap extension is .mxd, which can be yours to play with if you’ve got a couple grand. There’s 
a free version, however, called ArcReader, using the extension .pmf. Like Adobe’s Acrobat Reader, 
ArcReader allows you to explore but not change a project set up by someone in ArcMap. In weeks 
following the Thunder Mountain lab session, our students used ArcReader on non-Arc-enabled JD-High 
and personal computers to export maps they created by overlaying relevant layers, in preparation for 
end-of-course presentations on their chosen village sites. ArcReader is a great alternative for arc-savvy 
teachers lacking time or lab-access to show the full program to their students. 
     Another wonderful tool is ArcGIS Online, which allows anyone with internet access—Mac or PC—to 
explore Arc projects. We hope to eventually put aakw-taaku.mxd online.  
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2013. In addition to Kathleen and me, Kate Jensen, Cathy 
Pohl and Steve Merli co-instructed; all had GIS experience. 

After an introduction to the program by Kathleen, I spent 
an hour or two walking students layer by layer through 
the entire ‘table of contents’ (that bar on the left of the 
map-window) for aakw-taaku.mxd  4 . In Kathleen’s lab, 
students could watch a projected version of ArcMap on 
the wall, while replicating it with their own keyboards. To 
the instructors’ amazement, students swiftly recognised 
the relevance of each data layer, and instantly absorbed 

4  Kathleen also took students outside with GPS units, had them complete a 
geocache challenge, then come in and cable their waypoints into the ArcMap 
project to experience this fundamental interaction between personally acquired 
field data and public-domain mapping layers. Unlike the summer 2010 course, 
this was not something we did routinely on our winter 2013 field trips. Note that 
GPS waypoints and tracks can also be downloaded to Google Earth. 

Sample of factors in village-site selection that can be viewed as color-
coded layers (snow, clan boundaries, vegetation) or point files (place 

names, fish species). In this example, 2 students first looked at broad-
spatial patterns for ‘back-Douglas’ and Admiralty Islands, then gradu-

ally homed in on what today’s maps call “Admiralty Cove,” (lower right 
panels). For even closer views, they ‘flew’ the beaches in Shorezone, 

in search of boulder-free canoe ramps and tiny stream outlets not 
mapped by Forest Service or Fish & Game channel-type layers. Their 

ultimate selections came down to drinking water and beach steep-
ness. The girls chose sites on opposite sides of the cove, but later 

agreed the eastern site probably had better goon héen. 

We didn’t inform them until after their selection that Tsaa t’ei héen, 
behind the seals water, was probably the principal Áak’w Kwáan 

village prior to the move to Aanchgaltsoów. As instructors, we were 
gratified by how many of our students’ village-site selections landed 

on actual known cultural sites. 

and remembered the logic behind command-
sequences—something generally requiring 
many repetitions when teaching ArcMap to 
older, less flexible minds. Even Kathleen—who 
does this daily—was impressed. For the last 
several hours of the lab session, we cut them 
loose to explore. 

Some students worked alone, while others 
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teamed, or selected village sites in close proximity. Instructors 
roamed the lab, coaching, comparing shorelines, seal-densities, 
wondering about stories behind Tlingit place names, and suggest-
ing different map layers. I’m sure that merely by tone of voice 
we betrayed enthusiasm for certain sites, or disinterest in others, 
thereby influencing their final choices. But the main point was for 
students to take the wheel, and begin applying all the village-loca-
tion factors they’d been learning about to actual landscapes.

Our students may not have realized how extraordinary that 
March 30th lab day was (after all, this most powerful of carto-
graphic programs takes less memory than the average shoot-em-
up 3D video game), but the instructors floated home on cloud 9. 
Why we live here, in one protracted exploration, had become for 
every student a quest with a hundred answers, dangled over shel-
tering spruceclad uplift benches and enticing coves and spacious 
fiords. From Aan Sakweis's'í (Point Sherman village) to Ldakéex' 
(Gambier Bay), Lingít Aaní was suddenly a lot more real for a 
dozen teenagers. 

PS 2020: Seven years after our Why do we live here course, I 
feel even more strongly that high school students should have the 
opportunity to learn GIS. I'm currently transitioning from 'old' 
ArcMap v10 to ArcGIS Pro. Approaching my 70th year, I often 
find myself butting fruitlessly against the profoundly altered inter-
face, wishing I had a teenager around to figure it out for me.  

Part 2  ●  Kwáans
When there was no CostCo, no barge from Seattle, no muskets or steel fish hooks, 
how much land and ocean did it take to support a person? A village? In the lean 
centuries of the Little Ice Age, did northern kwáans require more space per capita 
than southern ones? These are attributes we can at least place some rough numbers on 
using cartographic programs such as ArcMap.
 
Kwáan range
From a kwáan's handful of core villages—each home to several clans—people ranged 
out to forage along 800-or-so linear miles of claimed shoreline (table, page 24, column 
B). If that sounds like an immense turf, remember those beaches are as convoluted as 
spilled spaghetti. The average distance across the long dimension of a kwáan's terri-
tory is only 80 miles as Raven flies (table, column C). In a sea canoe sustaining speeds 
of 4 to 5 miles per hour, it's only a day's work in decent sea conditions to paddle from 
the center to the outer reaches of even the largest of these kwáans. Although clans 
claimed smaller units within these territories (color-coded in ArcMap screenshot, page 
19) the kwáan land map gives a better picture of the combined annual movements of 
all village occupants. To visualize those movements, think about wildlife range stud-
ies. You've probably seen maps showing point-locations 
from radio-collared individuals or populations. 

Here, for example, is the summer and winter range 
(red vs blue) of one Gustavus moose. It resembles the 
pattern we might see if we could show annual land use 
of one clan or house group, with discrete point-clusters 
at fish camps, and return to a winter village, with a 
few dots in between (orange) where we stop to jig up 

Annual movement of a radio-collared cow moose, from 
signals every 3 hours. From White et al (2014).

Dimensions of claimed land
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x’áax’w, lingcod, or gather kóox, rice root. 1 
But now imagine the combined point-cluster map of 

all people, from multiple clans, who converge on that core 
village in winter (or in the moose example, the whole Gusta-
vus herd). The used landscape would resemble a chaotic shot-
gun blast of multi-colored dots; the map of our kwáan territory. 
The only dots leaving it would show trading expeditions to other 
kwáans, or perhaps upriver to trade for Tutchone or Tahltan furs. 

Now, let's return to that how-much-land-per-person question. Can we 
refine it into a more meaningful and measurable query? Total land area of 
a kwáan (table, column A) probably bore only the loosest relationship to its 
ability to support a human population. The majority of Tlingit foods and other 
resources came from the sea and streams. Salmon and seal, for example, vastly 
outweighed terrestrial foods such as beaver or venison in the precontact coastal 
economy. 

So, linear miles of shoreline probably give a more valid proxy for accessible, used 
resources. Dividing estimated populations from the 1839 HBC census for 11 kwáans by 
shoreline miles, Áak'w Kwáan had lowest population density of any but the Sanyaa.

Following are results for our 2 'home' kwáans—Áak'w and  T'aakú—compared to the 2 most 
populous— Jilkáat and Shtax'héen, and for the southernmost Sanyaa: 2 

 

1  If measured from telemetry broadcasts every 3 hours as in the preceding moose example, our orange points from a well-muscled sea canoe would 
be as much as 15 miles apart! 

2 From Table 5, Emmons (1991). These counts are from the Hudson's Bay Company census, at a time before Euro-settlement had widely disrupted 
kwáan land use, or displaced winter villages or fish camps. On the other hand, by the late 1830s, total Tlingit and Haida population had been more 
than cut in half by smallpox. Not knowing which kwáans were most and least reduced by that plague, we can only speculate about factors behind these 
differences in population per shoreline mile (last column: pop/mi). 
      In precontact times, for reasons I explore in the narrated slide shows, population densities were probably much higher in regions south of Frederick 
Sound least impacted by rigors of the Little Ice Age. The very low 1839 density for Sanyaa Kwáan probably reflects the triple-impact of disease, 
northward Haida movement, and greater exposure to the chicanery of Yankee, British and Spanish traders.    

Moiety, kwáan, clan
The Tlingit are comprised of 2 
moieties: Raven and Eagle. A 

kwáan is one of about 20 geograph-
ically situated ‘tribes’ composing the 

Tlingit 'nation.' Áak’w and T’aakú 
kwáan territories meet in Juneau. 

Each kwáan is composed of several 
clans, for example the L’eeneidí. 
Clans are typically spread through 
several different kwáan villages. 

Ownership of streams, berry patch-
es, etc, within these kwáan bound-
aries was claimed not by the kwáan 
but by one of its constituent clans.

 My hypothesis: While a clan's 
fine-scale land claims shifted over 
time, as they migrated, divided, or 
re-bestowed ownership, the kwáan 
units were somewhat more persis-
tent, reflecting relatively immutable 

factors such as practical canoe-
range, resource diversity, and the 
landscape a person can come to 

know well in one lifetime.  
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kwáan   shoreline   est. pop.  pop/mi
Áak'w  670  203  0.30
T'aakú  420  493  1.17
Jilkáat  445  1,616  3.63
Shtax'héen  1,800  1,586  0.88
Sanyaa  1240  177  0.14
average for 11 kwaans      0.923

Kwáans centered on the Stikine and Taku Rivers had roughly 
one person per linear mile of marine shoreline—pretty close to the 
average of 0.92 people per mile for 11 kwáans included in the 1839 
census. Jilkáat Kwáan, with almost 4 times that density, controlled 
trade with interior relations, and was thereby somewhat liberated 
from dependence on marine shorelines—lucky for them, since Jilkat-
ká, on top of Jilkáat (Chilkat side of Lynn Canal) was (and remains) 
pretty unproductive by comparison with more southerly waterways. 

Áak'w Kwáan's low 1839 density—3 beach miles per resident!—
was owed in part to diseases and pressures equally devastating to 
clans more exposed to Haida and European invasions. But in 1839, 
before Europeans were focused on Alaskan gold, the land known 
today as the CBJ (City and Borough of Juneau) was an economic 
backwater. Áak'w Kwáan lacked a navigable transboundary trading 
river. Nor could it claim the rich seaweed or sea otter fields, or abun-
dant deer of outside islands, home to the Xunaa and Sheet’ká people. 

It appears the Áak'w Kwáan were relatively few in number until 
gold tipped the balance of power in the 1880s. Even if we triple that 
1839 HBC count, for a very rough estimate of pre-smallpox numbers, 

3  For comparison, today's Southeast population of ~70,000, spread over a total of 15,500 
shoreline miles, gives 4.5 per mile. Contemporary human density, of course, bears little if any 
relationship to shoreline resource productivity. 

kwáan square miles shoreline long axis

K’áyk’aanii 1680 1600 80

Taant’a 993 805 70

Sanyaa 5520 1240 90

Hinyaa 822 660 35

Takjik’aan 624 705 40

Shtax’héen 6720 1800 115

Kooyú 516 450 35

Kéex’ 1438 960 90

Xutsnoowú 1967 800 70

Sheet’ká 1699 1270 130

S’awdáan 1288 260 25

T’aak’ú 6213 420 100

Áak’w 2630 670 90

Xunaa 4146 1490 110

Gunaaxoo 2872 240 60

Yaakwdáat 4071 495 115

Jilkáat 2622 445 80

average 2695 842 79

A                            B                      C

Kwáans are listed here 
from south to north. 

Compare to preceding 
kwáan map. From left to 

right, the columns list:

A  Square miles of land 
area. Probably least 

relevant of the 3 metrics for 
marine-oriented societies 

to whom land beyond a 
few miles from the beach 
was of little utility (excep-

tions include matrix of 
transboundary trading 

rivers). 

 B Linear miles of shore-
line. This is the "perimeter" 

length of each polygon 
in ArcMap, minus mile-
age along rarely visited 

land-boundaries with other 
kwáans. Áak'w and T'aakú 
kwáans claimed well below 
the average of 840 shore-

line miles. 

C  Straight-line miles 
across long dimension 
of kwáan territory. That 
mostly means along a 

NW-SE axis, but in the 
case of T'aakú kwáan, I 

measured to the northeast 
up Taku River, deep into 

Canada.

Three kwáan dimensions from ArcMap: 
Territories based on Hope (2003) 
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Áak'w Kwáan would still have needed a full mile of coastline to 
support one person. More relevant, perhaps, than people-per-
mile—because coastal resources are not evenly distributed—is 
safe and expeditious access. Depending on clan, any Áak'w person 
had rights to perhaps half of the total 670 miles of kwáan shoreline.

Food and geography
That Áak'w Kwáan shoreline was studded with foraging hotspots. Even 
the least geographically favored kwáans and clans had their beloved and 
dependable sockeye streams and estuaries and, by ~1830, in northern Lingít 
Aaní, incipient uplift meadows. In ADF&G's archive of 'subsistence' interviews, 
a constant refrain was that in these places,

"resources are 'easy to get,' a phrase that is often heard even today and reflects not merely 
resource abundance but also accessibility, harvestability, local knowledge, and the psycho-
logical comfort that comes with harvesting in places one knows and to which one belongs 
through social and historical ties." (Thornton, 2008, p.129: RC emphasis) 

Áak'w Aaní claimed many such marvelous and dearly-remembered riches: saak, eula-
chon of Daxanáak, between 2 points (Berners Bay), the eelgrass of Tsa t'ei heen, behind the 
seal water (Admiralty Cove) 4 and yaaw, herring of Áak'w Ta, little lake bay (Auke Bay). 
Those herring, in fact, spawned right on the home beach of Aanchgaltsóow, nexus town.  

Herring, like salmon, in a sense 'do their own collecting.' For insight into the extraordinary, 
unmanaged convergence enabled by this fish, consider this estimate in Krause (1885). It refers to 
Sitka in the 1820s, under Murawief, who finally permitted Sheet’ká' Kwáan to live near the fort 
again:

4 Pat Harris, NMFS, tells me that Admiralty Cove is rich in eelgrass (Zostera maritima). This low- and subtidal vascular was not only 
gathered directly as a feast food, and dried in cakes for winter (Turner, 1975), it also creates habitat for crabs, fish, and a community 
of marine species important to human foragers. 

Please take this suggested pre-contact 
density map with several grains of salt! The 

narrated slide shows (villagefactors.exe, 
series of 4 files) explain my criteria. Most 

important was the severity of the Little 
Ice Age in northern Southeast. Other 
factors still apply today, such as the 

more complex waterways, plenti-
ful sockeye lakes, and higher 
seal densities of the southern 

archipelago.
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Outer Point field trip. Kate Jensen on left; USFS archeologist Myra Gilliam 4th from left. This glacial erratic 
has 3 concentric-circle petroglyphs (red oval). The rock slopes outward toward a wide, windy sweep of water 

stretching northwest into Jilkáat Kwáan country. What did this carving proclaim? To whom?  

"In the spring during the herring run about one thou-
sand people assembled there and perhaps as many 
again on the neighboring islands to gather the eggs."

Imagine how many herring that represents! 
Eggs enough to feed not only 2000 assembled 
Tlingit—a significant portion the total Southeast 
population (this was before the smallpox epidemic 
of the 1830s)—but to preserve the excess for trade 
into neighboring bioregions, and, undaunted by the 
human toll, to break the winter's fast for still more 
thousands of gulls, fish and marine mammals who 
also attended this annual celebration of fecundity. 

The closest I've personally come to witnessing 
the glory of North America's greatest assembled 
biomass—passenger pigeon flyovers lasting sever-
al days; bison herds blanketing the entire visible 
landscape 5—was floating over the Sitka herring-
fields in my kayak, just before the commercial 
opening on March 29th, 1993. In 3 feet of clear 
water I couldn't see the bottom, obscured by the 
mass of fish. 

There were once similar congregations of 
herring in Lynn Canal and Auke Bay. But these 

5  However, we should always reserve skepticism for nostalgic 
reimaginings  of the 'good old days.' In his book 1491, Charles Mann 
reports a growing suspicion of historical ecologists that passenger 
pigeon and bison hordes were not pre-Columbian phenomena. 
Instead, they may have resulted from 'release' of these species from 
previously heavy use by tribes and Nations. Devastation by disease 
and cultural collapse allowed previously managed prey to surge 
to unprecedented numbers, before any European explorers could 
document 'normal' abundance of either human or animal populations.

stocks have not recovered from crashes due to overfishing in the 1960s. Such enormous recent changes 
to fundamental resources should make us wonder about earlier, undocumented change, and its impact 
on clan and kwáan distribution.

What governed that geography? Our challenge in the course Why do we live here? was to reimagine the 
annual cycle of resource collection, its relationship to core settlements of Áak'w and T'aakú Kwáans, 
and, by extrapolation, to articulate the governing factors in homesite choice anywhere in Tlingit or 
Haida country.
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S'awdaan, Dungeness crab grounds (Sumdum, Holkam Bay). Some Shorezone obliques are so sharp you can count gulls (bottom center). White arrows mark goon héen. 
Darker, taller trees at beach fringe are young spruce on raised marine sediment. One of our students selected this for her virtual village site. When we pointed out that the precipi-

tation layer showed this to be a snow-hole, that  information only strengthened her conviction. Her family is from Tlakw.áan, eternal town (Klukwan), and does not fear cold.

Part 3  ●  Village location factors
In the series of 4 narrated slide shows introducing this unit for Goldbelt Heri-
tage Foundation, as much time is given to geographic distribution of food, 
fiber, and timber (and resulting patterns of barter) as to critera for village-site 
selection. In this concluding section of our course manual, we'll focus mainly 
on the latter subject—winter shelter—with one caveat. The most comfortable 
of wintering sites were uninhabitable without quick, safe access to essential 
resources in the months they're best gathered, or at least the option to trade at 

greater distances for them. Every wintering site was positioned relative to this 
constellation of gathering places. 

Here are 2 definitions for terms relating to inhabited places, from the Seal-
aska Heritage Dictionary of Tlingit (Edwards, 2009):  

aan: town, village, settlement; inhabited or owned land
yanshuká: campsite, (out in) camp.
These definitions hint at but don't elaborate on subtleties in the naming 
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Kayaking journal, 1995: "About a mile west of Menefee Point, checked out a rare 
pebble beach with no boulders. Hacked redcedar and probable longhouse foundation 
back in the woods—at highwater, remains of a logger's float. Gorgeous spot. South 

facing with a little creek, almost dry now. Great sweeping view, 50:50 redcedar to spruce. 
I’ll bet this is the site of  'camp of Nana’ayi' in Goldschmidt and Haas." 

Fisherman Chuck yakwdeiyí, canoe ramp, mapped in following sidebar, just north of 
Canoe Passage. South of the latitude of uplift beaches, you can paddle for miles before 

finding one of these inviting landing spots.
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of occupied places. Nor do they explain the differences between Native and 
EuroAmerican relationships to land, especially in regard to "ownership," and 
seasonal movements. "Yanshuká" describes an ephemeral camp. Apparently, 
only the term "aan" names what we're tentatively calling a 'winter village' or 

perhaps 'core village.' or 'kwáan village.' The word "aan" has broader mean-
ing as well—such as all of the land of a kwáan, or of the Tlingit people. 1   

1  Tlingit names are further developed in the following sidebars: Words pertaining to environment and 
Words for inhabited land. 
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Tom Thornton (2008 p.139) makes an interesting distinction between Tlin-
git and European relationships to land. Tom's mentor, Herman Kitka, recalled 
that when friends asked permission to use L’ugunax, coho clan community 
(Deep Bay) he often replied:

  " 'I don't own it . . .I'm just taking care of it.' This typifies the Tlingit attitude 
toward conservation: it is a matter not so much of 'resource management' as of 
'taking care' of places." 

Another oft-repeated idea is that people belong to the land as much as, or 
more than it belongs to them. This feeling deepens through generations for 
any culture privileged to reside near ashes of parents, grandparents, and even-
tually so many ancestors that even the eldest of sheltering conifers germinated 
in the charcoal-edged shards of a clan member. Caring for such land is basi-
cally personal hygiene. 

Since 1977, I've camped on hundreds of Southeast beaches, in every kwáan 

territory2 from Yakwdáat, canoe rebounded (Yakutat) to Gwáay Ts'aa Suu 
(Barrier Islands, extreme southern Tàan, [POW]). When skiffing, my friends 
and I can anchor out, somewhat reducing the need for gentle landing beaches. 
When traveling by kayak, my bond with beaches more closely resembles that 
of paddlers exploring and residing in these waters for the last 10 millennia. 

Over time, as a modern paddler develops this relationship with Lingít Aaní 

2  Kwáans are mapped  and defined in the preceding chapter. 

The name of 
Áak'w Kwáan's 
wintering 
village denotes 
coming and 
going from 
seasonal 
resource 
camps. 

Southeastward
from this map,
active glacial 
rebound drops to nil. 
However, many cultural 
sites in central and south-
ern Southeast are on much 
older marine benches 
dating to the early Holo-
cene. (Sidebar: Archeology 
on the waterbed.)
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and K'áyk'aanii, the daily routine of finding water, 
shelter from wind and waves, distance from Xóots, 
and the luxuriance of evening sun, becomes an 
engrossing quest. After a few decades, greenhorn 
anxieties give way to a connoisseur's relaxed 
anticipation. Will tonight's cozy camp be remem-
bered as best-of-trip?

Especially to the solo camper, every cracking 
twig in the darkness is alarming. When bumps and 
huffings are accompanied by the thrash of flee-
ing salmon, the frightened camper vows to seek 
more sensible sleeping quarters in the future. In 
my 40s, I learned to fill recycled wine-bags from 
goon héen on mid-day lunch stops, then select 
scenic, breezy points for tenting, more bugfree 
and far from nightly haunts of big furry things. 
These points are typically strewn with leavings of 
Kóoshdaa, land otter, but show little attraction to 
Xóots.

In my quest for the ultimate campsite, I paid 
closer attention to signs of ancient lodgings. 
Sometimes I landed on beaches like the one in 
Canoe Passage (sidebar, Why we camp here), 

Even-aged stand of young spruces has colonized a raised 
beach of sand and gravel near Shux'noowk'ú, robin's little 

fort (Point Hayes, entry to Peril Strait). Just inside Burnt 
Island, this site has sweeping views of Chatham Strait, and 

excellent soils for construction and gardening. Shorezone 
view faces southwest, with Peril Strait in distance. 

exploring the fringing forest even when I didn't intend to camp. I  developed a 'gourmet's list' of sweet-
campsite criteria that overlaps considerably with attributes important to village site selection—the theme 
of our GHF course. Here's an excerpt from my journal of 1995: 

"Once I got over my timidity, and the Ernest Sound crossing, I settled into imagining the perfect camp. Two key 
features are west exposure—for late afternoon and evening sunbathing—and small-cobble or gravel beach, for easy 
landing and comfortable lounging, with appropriate incline into the western, setting sun."

But a fairweather, one-night camper needn't be as discriminating as a consortium of clanhouse leaders 
selecting home beach for the next 10 or 20 winters. By whatever name we call it—aan, core village; 

text continues after sidebar
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Why we camp here
On a 1995 solo circumnavigation of Wrangell & Etolin Islands—country 
of the Naanyaa.aayí, Kiks.ádi and Teey Hit Taan—I slipped through 
Canoe Passage, separating Etolin from Brownson Island,1 where Fish 
& Game planted elk in 1986. An excerpt from my journal shows what 
goes through the mind of a kayaker in search of inviting overnight 
accomodations:

"This Brownson Island camp is one of my all-time best. Southwest 
facing, but should also have morning sun fairly early. Large gravel from 
subtidal up to the storm berms. Above the 15-ft debris line I leveled 
a sleeping shelf; highest tide tonight will only get to 12 ft at 8:00 PM. 
Looks like this beach may also have been a summer camp. Some-
one's carried away the large rocks."  

Well south of the latitude of uplifting beaches, Shtax'Héen country 
was less inviting for tent campers than my home shores of Áak'w Aaní. 
Each evening the tide book foretold whether my tent could be placed 
in the high intertidal (profile sketch, next page). Even there, on steeper 
beaches, some leveling was often required. 

Hiking across the island to a complex lagoon system, I was distract-
ed from the mating dance of sticklebacks by an ancient boulder dam:   

"Stone weir! Classic, but I can’t figure what function it served. No 
perennial stream enters here. Would be great for herding sticklebacks, 
but I’ve never heard of people eating them in the land of salmon. Shal-
low throughout. Is this just a fish storage pond? Big, ancient redcedars 

1  Larger geographic features in Thornton & Martin (2012) are often not given 
LingÍt names. Where I give only Important White Guy Names in this sidebar—eg 
Etolin Island—no LingÍt  was available. 

Clockwise:  Clan territories I paddled through in July, 1995.   ●  Shore-
zone oblique of the lagoon on Brownson Island. ●   Close-up of the 
stone weir.
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Left: Field sketches of 1995 
campsite. Sleeping shelf 
leveled into beach gravel 
just above highest predicted 
tide. 

Right: Tenting by large 
redcedar on uneven 

forest floor, near Aanyádi 
Yakwdeiyí, nobles' canoe 
landing (Village Islands).

Gunalchéesh
Kiks.ádi!

right down to high tide; 
zero uplift here. Salal is 
codominant with blue-
berries (sweet tasting!)"

A week later, head-
ing back to the Wrangell 
ferry terminal, I camped on Village Islands in Zimovia Strait, Kiks.ádi country. In old-growth 
forest, centuries of uprooting result in uneven surfaces. The picture above shows how hummocky 
and challenging those forests can be for seekers of level tent sites—or ancestral clanhouse 
foundations. 

winter town; kwáan village—how should we characterize essential attri-
butes, and attractive-but-secondary 'bonus-features?' Could these attributes 
be ranked in importance? Unlike fish camps, where productive salmon runs 
might briefly trump most other comfort and safety factors, a year-round or 
winter village had to satisfy most or all of the following considerations:

1)  level, well-drained, easily excavated ground
2)  smooth, moderately sloping canoe beach
3)  reliable water for drinking, washing, irrigation
4)  southerly sun
5)  broad views and defensible topography

In addition to these 5 fairly non-negotiable criteria, it was nice (optional) if 
the site had these bonus features:

6)  away from bear hotspots
7)  close to tidal or supratidal holding lagoons

Next, let’s look closer at these 5 primary considerations, and the 2 optional, 
or secondary ones.
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PRIMARY SITING FACTORS:
1) Level, well-drained, diggable 
This cartoon shows a transitional band of spruces on a 
smoothly sloping surface just above today's kées' shuwee, 
high tide line. A wave-cut face marks the highest limit of 
Little Ice Age tides. The young (<200 year old) spruces 
grow in sorted l'éiw, sand and gravel, usually similar to 
whatever is exposed in the active beach, downslope. Surfac-
es were planed smooth by erosion and deposition of ocean 
waves only a few centuries ago—an eyeblink in geological 
time. 

Northern Southeast Alaska abounds in these raised 
beaches, heavily favored as homesites both before and after 
the arrival of European explorers and settlers. But when 
estimating the age of habitations on actively uplifting land-
forms, bear in mind that as recently as the early 1800s, there 
were none—land was still depressed by the Little Ice Age 
glacial burden.

Anyone who's tried to camp on the puckered and undu-
lating old-growth forest floor quickly grows fond of these 
more youthful, spruce-clad uplift surfaces. Ecologists refer 
to old-growth topography as "pit-&-mound" or "pillow-
&-cradle"—the inevitable result of centuries of uprooting 
in windstorms. It's hard to find a level enough space for 2 
people to sleep side-by-side, let alone lay out a clanhouse 
foundation. 

Another discouraging feature of old-growth surfaces 
is that they're generally underlain by glacial till, which 
includes large boulders and is very difficult to excavate, or 

Raised beach typical of northern South-
east Alaska. Vertical exaggeration ~5x. 

Our students learned to recognize 
these bands of young spruce on former 

tidelands from vertical USFS aerials 
and oblique Shorezone photos, Every 
village site I've read of or examined in 
Áak'w and  T'aakú country is on these 
lovely, geologically recent benches.

even to render level. Imagine doing that in days before iron picks and shovels! 3 In contrast, 
raised marine surfaces can be fine or coarse but are usually well sorted. Optimal sediment size 
for village sites (and the landing beaches below them) ranges from sand to small cobbles. 

On probably 98% of the raised Little Ice Age beaches that I've ground-truthed or photo-
interpreted, even-aged forests are heavily spruce-dominated. 4 In Áak'w Aaní, I’ve only seen 
hemlocks dominating recent uplift terraces on 2 sites, and it's probably not coincidence that 
both are near former villages. 

One of these hemlock stands occupies a broad terrace behind the Boy Scout lodge at Eagle 

3  Moss (2011) points out that one of the functions of shell midden—whether intentional or fortuitous—was to level out these 
challenging sites and to improve drainage. 

4  Coastal uplift forests are the first generation to occupy the site. Ecologists classify this (along with post-glacial forest) as 
primary succession, in contrast to secondary succession after disturbances such as logging or blowdown that do not remove 
all trees or seeds or soils. On these sites, spruce typically prevail, in contrast with old-growth forest, where hemlocks eventually 
dominate, due to better shade tolerance, and ability to germinate on nurse logs.
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Below: Although these 
cartoons exaggerate the 

differing habitability of upland 
versus raised-marine land-

forms, it's probably a fair 
generalization that glacial 

till and bedrock have always 
been remote second-choices 

when raised marine or stream 
deposits are available.    

In northern Southeast Alaska 
there are so many post-

Little-Ice-Age raised marine 
surfaces that virtually all 

Tlingit village sites are found 
on them. Farther south, where 

Little-Ice-Age uplift is non-
existent, much older marine 

landforms are targeted.

Beach, where I was caretaker from 1980 to 1992. This was probably 
the location of the L’eeneidí village of Asx’ée, twisted tree. Although 
I didn't understand it at the time, it seems probable to me now that 
hemlock dominance at Asx’ée is anthropogenic, due to removal of 
the more desired spruce timber over decades and possibly centuries 
of residency. The other hemlock stand on an uplift terrace is near 
another probable village site on Xutsnoowú that I visited only brief-
ly. Stumps of spruces cut in post-contact days are scattered through a 
forest of young hemlocks up to 2 feet in diameter.

In the 1990s, as I began to explore the southern and central 
Tongass—presumably south of the latitudes of active glacial 
rebound—I continued to find cultural sites on raised marine features. 
Often they were covered in tall, young, even-aged conifers—mostly 
spruce. But unlike northern sites where such stands were the first 
ever to colonize the terraces, these southern forests on older marine 
benches had deeper soils. They were young because of human distur-
bance, reflecting centuries of cyclic or episodic occupation.  

According to George Emmons (1991):
"The more important houses were partly subterranean, with one or two 
steplike platforms descending to a central square enclosure, from 4 to 6 
feet below the surface of the ground. . . .The primitive house rested on 
the ground, but later houses copied from the whites have been built on 
piles."5

Clearly, to recess a foundation that deeply into the earth required 
fine, sorted, easily excavated sediment—either a raised beach or 
alluvium (deposits of streams or rivers) 6. Another advantage of this 

5  Moss (2011) cautions against extrapolating from ethnographic description of post-contact 
settlements to earlier living sites. For example; did even the houses Emmons called "primitive" 
require post-contact metal shovels for excavation? 

6  As noted in my slideshows, and in following item 5 on Defensive visibility, the need for 

material was ease of excavation for food-storage pits, the 
original 'root cellars.' A picture of pits at the old village 
of Naltóoshgán is on page 17. deLaguna described the 
substrate there as alternating shell and sand. 

Raised beaches also host old garden beds (sidebar, 
Antiquity of gardening). Here, southerly exposure is 
even more important than for homesites. Possibly the 
most extensive gardens in all of Southeast Alaska were 
on the southwest-facing, raised sand beaches of Killis-
noo Harbor, where the people of Angoon raised potatoes 
and other root crops.

sweeping views precluded winter village sites in estuaries or up rivers—i.e. 
on alluvium. Therefore, with exception of Klukwan, most villages were on 
Neoglacial or early Holocene raised beaches, in shallow-crescent coves. 

text continues after series of extended sidebars . . .



Archaeology on the water bed
Below:  Glaciers weighing down earth's crust along the main-
land also pressed the continental shelf upward—what geolo-
gists call "forebulge." Caribou roamed that treeless plain during 
the Great Ice Age. Today the shelf is again submerged, while 

marine landforms 
have rebounded 
hundreds of feet 
above sea level. This 
seesaw (or water-
bed) effect has been 
tamest—and archae-
ology most produc-
tive—along the outer 
coastal "hinge."  .    

Left:  Profile of S’a.àa Ká—old 
Sarkar village—from a 1994 
kayak trip off northern Tàan, 
sea lion (Prince of Wales 
Island). South of the latitudes 
of active glacial rebound, 
raised marine landforms suit-
able to village sites are fewer, 
and their age is counted in 
millennia rather than centuries.  

Right: Since 2008, Jim Baich-
tal and Risa Carlson have 

searched for habitation sites 
on raised marine landforms.

 
Top:  Near Juneau, raised 

marine deposits (pink dots) are 
as high as 700 feet above modern sea level. Some have C14 shell 
dates, but archaeology is more challenging than on Tàan, below, 

where cultural sites are concentrated within a narrower elevational 
band (the 'hinge' on cartoon, left).

Center: Baichtal's reconstruction of Stikine River delta ~12,500 
years ago. With sea level about 250 feet higher, Mitkof and Kupre-
anof split into smaller islands. Pink dots show dated marine depos-

its, much higher above sea level than the bench on outer Tàan, 
below. To my knowledge, no cultural sites have been found so far 

on these raised marine surfaces.   

Bottom:  Jim and Risa's northern-Tàan cutural sites (green dots). 
Sarkar circled in yellow. Radiocarbon-dated charcoal and shell 
middens range from 6,000 to 9,000 years old. On outer Tàan, 
benches such as the one at S’a.àa Ká, above left, apparently 

hosted large communities of Paleomarine seal hunters using micro-
blade tools of imported obsidian.   
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2005

1892

1992

Examples in photos & LiDAR
Left: Outlet of Lkoot Ka Áa, on top of Lkoot (Chilkoot 
Lake), on 2005 Census imagery. Land is rising at about an 
inch per year. Where exactly were the habitations indicated 
as numbered points in Thornton & Martin (2012)? 

In 1992, on the bluff in transect A-B, Greg Streveler and 
I found the house-site below, ~100 feet above the water. 
Before spruces grew up to obscure visibility, this bluff (owl 
cliff?) gave long views to the southeast out Lkoot T'áak 
(Lutak Inlet) . This platform is too high for post-Little Ice 
Age uplift. But the gentle gradient suggests a marine land-
form of some kind. More recently I found the 1892 chart 
by US Coast & Geodetic Survey that more explicitly shows 
villages ("Vil.") and unlabeled buildings (smokehouses?) 
on the west river bank. I climbed a tree for this perspective 
down onto an old house site. Superimposed pink rectangle 
shows foundation outline (transect A-B, above). This level 
terrace was in young-growth spruce. Trees have rooted on 
the raised lip surrounding the house site.

In June, 1875, James Swan had visited the young 
town of Angoon and reported to the Commissioner 
of Indian Affairs (Appendix in Morris, 1879, p146), 
reporting:

“We found the village regularly laid out in streets, 
lanes and alleys. The houses were surrounded with 
garden patches planted in rows, well heaped up to 
admit of drainage. Each garden was fenced in, [with] 
strips of bark stretched. . . fence to fence . . . to keep 
off the crows . . .exceedingly numerous and great 
pests. . . . The Indians raise most excellent potatoes 
at this place. . . . most of the tribe were absent on a 
hunt.”

This gridwork town-plan was unusual, suggesting Euro-
pean influence. Traditional villages had single lines of 
clan houses oriented to the beach. 

~1900

Traditional post & beam clanhouses at Angoon. There's no date 
for this photo but it clearly preceded the bombardment of 1882, 
making it one of the oldest photos of a Tlingit village in exis-
tence, possibly taken as early as Muir & Young's visit in 1879. 

late 1870s?
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Inset: Post bombardment, Vincent 
Soboleff collection. After ~ 1890, new 

clan houses were of milled lumber.  
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As explained in part 1 
of my 4-part slideshow 
series (villagefactors1.
exe) a vanished sand 
bench south of today's 

lodge probably was 
the site of Asx'ée.

Above: Stereogram of garden beaches at Killisnoo Harbor, across from today's ferry 
terminal. Prior to the 1830s, this was (by my interpretation) the site of Keitanji Aan, 
village where it continually lifts up, a reference not to isostacy, but to noisy waves. My 
reading of Vancouver (1984) and Menzies (Olson, 1993) suggests this (and not Angoon, 
as concluded by deLaguna) was the location of the fortified village that Whidbey's crew 
encountered in 1794, afterward evacuated by the smallpox epidemic of the 1830s.

Right: High-res LiDAR-based shaded relief map of Eagle River delta, with color coding, 
keyed to tide-level breaks. Yellow line is today's Extreme High Water (20.8 ft). At peak 

Little Ice Age, high tides covered everything shown in bright green. (The outer ridge 
wasn't present then.)

1948 viewable in 3D with pocket stereoscope

2013
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: 

Antiquity of gardening
I noted earlier that ethnobotanist Nancy Turner and a growing contingent of 
colleagues feel that gardening was more important on the North Pacific coast 
than currently recognized—and not just as a post-contact phenomenon. 
Considerations # 1 and #4 (substrate and sun) are prerequisite for horticulture 
as well as shelter. Gardens were established and tended near core villages, 
and also at more remote camps. Root crops, especially, can be planted in 
spring, and left unattended until harvest time. 

This option was and remains possible in part because of the mysterious 
uninterest of s'eek and xóots (black and brown bear) in rooting up carrots or 
potatoes.1 I sometimes wonder if this abstinence wasn't explained in stories 

1  Gardening friends tell me bears show little interest in root crops at Gustavus and on 
Admiralty. I can't speak for other areas. it wouldn't surprise me if they do dig up root crops 
in some places. For example, brown bears strip yellow-cedar bark in some places but not 
universally throughout the ABC islands (Paul Hennon, USFS, pers comm).   

similar to that of Naatsilanéi, about the truce between killer 
whales and humans. Bears are culturally conservative 
animals, with behaviors learned from mothers and passed 
down through many generations. I know people with a remote garden on a cultural site who've 
never had xóots disturb their vegetables.

Archaeologists acknowledge that many cultural sites today have a legacy of berry patches and 
crabapple trees, but question whether their growth was enhanced by horticulture. Currently, it's 
hypothesized that tobacco—a non-food cultivar—was the primary pre-contact garden plant, in 
plots subsequently converted to root crops as these were introduced by Europeans (Moss, in Deur 
& Turner, 2005). 

A study of nettle in Lingít Aaní might change these assumptions. The relative dirth of indigenous 
root crops widespread to the south (camas, wapato, etc) makes evidence of Tlingit horticulture 
harder to detect here. But light-handed stewardship and redistribution of nettle, thimbleberry, red-
osier dogwood, etc, may have marked defining moments in the Tlingit gathering year. 

Left: Digging 
k’únts’, Tlingit 
potato, at Xunaa. 
Etching by J. 

Unte in Krauss (1885). Unte worked from projected photos, so illustrations are highly 
accurate. This level, diggable substrate could only be on elevated tideland or alluvium 
of a sizable river. Since the latter is unlikely near this Chichagof settlement, I would 
venture the location was on uplifted estuarine soils. Outlines of raised beds like these 
can be detected centuries later, under shade of invading spruce forest.    

Táay, garden, on Xutsnoowú, in 
early September. Owners fence 

it against deer, but any bear 
could easily enter. In 30 years 

that has never happened. Does 
this garden benefit from an old 

pact with xóots—once rigorously 
enforced by both parties—in which 
humans and bruins observed yáa 

at wooné, mutual respect?

Above: Uplift beach at X'ussa.aan, footpath village (Pt Brown, Kruzof 
Island). Rate of glacial rebound around Sitka is much slower than at 
Juneau, but raised tidal surfaces can be found above some gently sloping 
beaches. Small, 'doghair' spruce cover indicates this site was open to 
the sun a century ago. This view is at 90o to a series of garden rows with 
elevated beds. Compare to 1885 Unte drawing at Xunaa.

In addition to substrate drainage, fertility and aspect, proximity to 
fertilizer was a useful attribute. How easy was it to carry in seaweed, or 
mulch from senescing sedges in a nearby tidal marsh?      

~1880

1999

2012
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2) Yakwdeiyí, canoe beach 
Any Alaskan who has taken a skiff or kayak ashore to 
camp for the night can relate to this fundamental, non-
negotiable criterion. As deLaguna (1960) summarized:

"Most village sites were small flats [i.e. short distance 
from high to low tide], cramped between the beach and 
the steep hillside. . . Sites for settlements were chosen more 
for a good landing beach for canoes than for convenient 
access by trail to inland hunting or trapping grounds."  

Of course, a comfortable trail inland to terrestrial 
resources is also prized, but this generalization by 
deLaguna should prepare us to discover outpost camps 
in places such as Capes Decision or Muzon (oblique 
views following) that are little more than ports-in-a-
storm—relatively safe landing spots backed by cliffs 
or forbidding tangles of brushy scrub forest or salal 
thicket. 

Canoe-hulls of redcedar and spruce were even more 
fragile than those of today's paper-thin fiberglass 
kayaks. Wooden hulls were moisture-sensitive and 
prone to cracking. Dragged or carried to resting places 
just above EHW, they were typically packed with wet 
moss, etc, shaded from sun, and nestled into damp 
receiving slots, which of course were easiest to exca-
vate in fine, recently uplifted beach sediment.

That takes us back to the connection with landform, 
or geomorphology, already discussed in connection 
with suitable longhouse foundations and garden-
ing substrates. In some ways, coastal landforms are 
even more critical to canoe landings than to homes 

Array of Shorezone photos from around Juneau. The 
best canoe beach is: 1)  launchable at all tides;  2) rock-
free; 3) sheltered from large breaking waves, but:  4) not 

too enclosed. The compromise is to have just enough 
enclosure without restriction of visibility. Typically, that 

meant a shallow crescent beach.

and gardens; an uncomfortable house site or rocky garden is inconvenient, but an uneven or over-
exposed canoe beach is a daily threat to life.   

Over time, beaches at multigenerational villages were methodically cleared of large rocks. Today, 
it can be challenging to identify signs of past human agency on otherwise 'natural' coastal beach 
configurations. The gradient of unconsolidated beaches of sand, gravel, and even cobbles changes 
from decade to decade, and even seasonally—steeper in winter, gentler in summer. Those changes 
may alternately expose and bury larger, hull-bruising boulders. 

Remember also that on the northern half of Lingít Aaní, during episodes like the Neoglacial, those 
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Superb yakwdeiyí, canoe beach at the T'aaku Kwáan village of Sik’nax Aan Geeyí, 
grindstone town bay. Probably a Yanyeidí village prior to gold discovery in 1880, the 
site was briefly evacuated as occupants relocated to the beach near today's parking-

garage-City-library. Around 1888, the town was rebuilt. According to Emmons: 
"The Sik’nax.ádi were the principal element in this movement, but were followed by 
others who realized the inroads dissipation had made on their ranks from living in 

close contact with mining camps."  

Although you couldn't ask for a better canoe beach, or finer views of approaching 
friends and enemies, this storm beach is in a gale crossroads, at the intersection 
of Taku Inlet with Stephens Passage. It can be a miserable place in winter, raising 
questions about how people weighed comfort versus defense, depending upon the 

always-shifting contexts of climate and inter-clan tensions.

~1889?
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beaches themselves rose and fell like the tides over centuries and decades. In some 
cases, no sooner were they cleaned than climatic-isostatic whimsy depressed or elevat-
ed them from the landing zone.

Probably, even before humans began cleaning beaches, even the best landing 
spots were studded with these boulders. Especially in the territories of kwáans where 
Little Ice Age glaciers reached tidewater, rock-covered bergs spilled into the ocean: 
Shtax’héen, T’aak’ú, Áak’w, Jilkáat, Xunaa, Laaxaayík Gunaaxoo, etc. Many of those 
bergs came to rest on otherwise-prime canoe beaches, littering them with annoying 
rocks. In the northern Tongass, beaches as 'perfect' as Auke Rec are sometimes the 
result of a lot of work. According to some elders, rocks from Auke Rec were transport-
ed to the mouth of Auke Creek, and used there for weir construction.

Optimum gradient of a canoe beach was neither steep nor excessively flat, but 
rather a slope such as we find today at Auke Rec. Broad, low-gradient beaches were of 

Wave conditions on a relatively calm 
day at Cape Decision, on the south 
tip of Kuiu Island—an outpost seal-
ers' camp of the Takjik’ Àan Kwáan. 
View is NW along spine of the island. 
To access the cape, members of the 
Lighthouse Society fly in to a protected 
cove 4 miles north (flat water in right 
distance) and hike overland. They can 
also take a light skiff out to the point, 
slip inside the narrow slot (arrow) and 
hoist the entire craft up onto the pier. 
The Lighthouse Society volunteers 
are some of the most competent 
outdoorspeople and boat-handlers 
I've met in Alaska. Anyone less skilled 
could not survive on this shoreline.  
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Tombolo (a spit that's covered at 
highest tide) affords double-sided 
yakwdeiyí at Cape Muzon on the 

south tip of Dall Island. Depending 
on wind direction, canoes could 

approach from either side. Muzon 
is even more exposed than Cape 
Decision. This was the first home 

of the Kaigani Haida when they 
migrated north to Alaska in the 

mid-1700s. Lacking floatplanes, 
featherweight Lunds and motor-
ized hoists, their sea-skills were 

likely as finely honed as those of 
today's Cape Decision Lighthouse 

Society, (opposite).
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Outlet stream of Aak’w, little lake (Auke Lake), formerly claimed by Sheep 
Creek Mary, L'eeneidí. In the time of Aanchgaltsóow this was home to smoke 
houses, but only ephemeral residence. Beach has 3 strikes against it: 1) Too 

long at low tide. 2) Too many hull-poking rocks. 3) Dangerously narrow visibility. 
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course harder to clean, and were also a liability for 
launching at minus tides—especially if residents 
were surprised by unfriendly visitors. 

Alaska Shorezone is a good resource for study 
of potential canoe beaches, as many of the oblique 
views in this manual attest. Our students became 
proficient at using the online flight indices to 
find and download imagery for scrutinizing their 
'selected' village sites. In most cases, resolution is 
good enough to detect individual boulders or even 
cobble-sized rocks on the beach.

This yakwdeiyí, canoe ramp, is typical of Haida latitudes 
lacking active glacial rebound. Smooth, unconsolidated 
beaches are rare here. A rock carving is on the portal 
island.

1994
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Cultural features overlaid upon one of Juneau's earliest 
mining-era maps, published in 1910. Note south-facing 
aspect and midslope origin of village streams, detailed 

on next page.

3) Reliable water  
Earlier in this report (Part 1: Investigat-
ing TEK: Goon héen: springfed stream) I 
introduced several considerations in choice 
of a stream to serve the drinking and other 
freshwater needs of a winter village. I won't 
repeat those ideas or concepts here, but will 
simply add a few questions, suggestions and 
speculations. 

●  How many residents can a stream 
support? How many cfs (cubic feet per second) 
are needed to supply fresh water for a village 
of—say—several hundred people? This would 
make an interesting class project, comparing 
modern versus precontact water consumption 
per capita, then moving on to a real-world 
case study. State and federal agencies studying 
streams usually have little information about 
the small, non-anadromous channels around 
which villages focused. 

The stream shown at Auke Rec, for exam-
ple, has probably never been instrumented. 
Extreme high-flow, low-flow and mean annual 
streamflow are unknown. Does it ever go 

dry today? How about during the active-village decades of the 1860s and 70s, in the waning of the Little 
Ice Age? Does the stream go turbid during gullywasher rainstorms? Does it freeze bottomfast at 10oF? (PS 
2020: yes it does; see following sidebar.) A nearby school such as Auke Bay Elementary, or UAS, by visit-
ing and measuring conditions during storms, drought, and extreme cold, could provide new and useful data, 
advancing our understanding of historical and ongoing conditions at this key cultural site.  

●  There are more reasons than just smelly dead salmon, murky storm water, and risk of bear encounter 
to center your village on smaller, non-anadromous stream. Larger streams and rivers typically build broad 
estuarine deltas at their mouths, and most have very low gradient in their final reaches even before those 
deltas are reached. When the tide comes in over their estuaries, you have to walk far back upstream to 

text continues after sidebar

1910
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LiDAR for Aanchgaltsóow
In 2013, the City and Borough of Juneau contracted very high resolution (6-inch pixel) aerial imagery 
(sample, next page), and a suite of remote-sensing products. LiDAR ("light"+"radar") offers many 
derivative displays and analytical tools, such as the 'bare-earth' hillshade on right, with vegetation 
stripped away to show the shape of the ground. 

In contrast, the LiDAR 'point cloud' (transect, above) permits unprecedentedly detailed examination 
of forest structure. At my home computer I can now measure the height of any tree or bush in the CBJ 
to the nearest foot. The point cloud even picks up power lines (transect A, above). These cartographic 
resources provide exciting new detail on our guiding question: Why do we live here? 

Let's begin at Juneau's best-known pre-contact cultural site, on the well-watered, south-facing 
beach at Aanchgaltsóow, nexus town (Auk Village).  A small stream emerges onto the beach about 
1000 feet east of the clan houses. Perennial drinking water came from goon héen, the term for a 
small, springfed stream that I assume (note preceding suggestions for class project) rarely freezes 
bottomfast in deep cold spells (PS: But see An icy surprise, below) Tracing this stream upslope, 
the hillshade indicates it's interrupted by an early-Holocene storm berm. About 12,000 years ago, 
entrenchment of uppermost reaches began immediately in raw marine sediment exposed by rapid 
glacial rebound. At the 200-foot contour, this entrenchment disappears, with much of the flow (presum-
ably) moving underground. If that's true, it would help to reduce turbidity during heavy rains. 

Transects A (above), and  B & C (next page) show forest successional development since village 
occupation in the 1860s and 70s. Shortly before the Case & Draper photo of 1888, many forests 
throughout the CBJ were leveled by the catastrophic blowdown of 1883. Since crosscut saws didn't 
come into widespread use until about that time, we can imagine a selectively axe-cut forest behind the 
village, with desirable trees removed, leaving dispersed conifers, perhaps mostly hemlock, that proved 
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Erosion vs deposition  On 
many hillsides throughout 

the CBJ, our 2013 hillshade 
reveals sudden steepening 
at about 200 feet. Geomor-
phologists attribute these 
escarpments to oceanic 

"stillstands," perhaps from a 
pause in the gradual lower-

ing of relative sealevel. 
Here, waves ate into the 
loose marine sediment 

(erosion). But we also see 
beautiful "constructional" 
features such as arcuate 
storm berms (deposition).
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vulnerable to wind on February 9th, 1883. Today, an even-aged forest (transect 
B) has recolonized both above and below the new, upper highway (transect A) 
These ~90-foot spruces block your view of the mountain skyline from the Case 
& Draper photopoint.

Seaward of old Glacier Highway, on more productive, well-drained, raised-
beach deposits, even younger spruce (transect C) have shot up to more than 
150 feet. That represents sustained growth of more than 18 inches per year. 
Intermixed are majestic red alders with flatter crowns on the LiDAR. At the clan-
house site (transect A) luxuriant, shoulder-height meadow on rich midden soil 
has resisted conifer establishment for more than a century. I call this 'meadow 
capture.' 

collect salt-free water. Examples of Áak'w Kwáan villages that are situ-
ated close to such larger streams include Asx'ée (Eagle River) and Tsaa 
t'ei Héen (Admiralty Cove ) Both have massive salmon runs and heavy 
brown bear activity. 1 But in each case, the actual village was probably 

1  In the case of the scout camp, brown bears became rare throughout the 20th century due to 
persecution, and are only now re-establishing a presence on the estuary. 

situated at some remove from the larger, anadromous channel, with closer access 
to clear, salinity-free drinking water from goon héen.
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An icy surprise
Nature loves to prove me wrong. In January, 2020, after years of holding up this goon 
héen of Aanchgaltsóow as a textbook case of warm, freeze-resistant upwellings, provid-
ing perennial drinking water to the village of hundreds, I had a chance to ground-truth that 
rather hypothetical claim. Biologist Gretchen Bishop reported probable water shrew sign 
along this stream.

Her observation got a lot of attention from longtime streamwalkers like Bob Armstrong, 
Doug Jones, former DSE naturalist Scott Burton, and me. Water shrew is a poorly known 
species. Bob and Doug have been setting underwater gopros to film fish, dippers, etc, 
and filming a water shrew in the wild is near the top of their wish list. 

When Gretchen walked the stream it was free flowing, and tracks of a mouse-sized 

 2020

 2020

animal came repeatedly in and out of the 
water onto fringing snow, over too long a 
reach to be a single individual. But before 
we could assemble, temperatures plum-
meted to single digits, and stayed there for 
days. Without deep snows to buffer hypo-
rheic flows, the stream became an icecake 
by the time of our visit on January 26th. 
There wasn't a single open pool where Bob 
could submerge a go pro.

I could only laugh. This goon héen 
had obviously not read my elaborate 
explanations of groundwater's moderating 
influence on stream temperatures. When 
Gretchen told me about the shrews, I'd 
immediately begun to construct theories 
about association with these warm-water 
systems—obviously the only places where 
they could survive cold spells. 

A nice lesson in humility. And maybe, 
why we live here anyway. 

Above both old 
and new Glacier 

highways. Freezing 
can't be blamed on 

the culverts. How do 
water shrews endure 

these evictions? 
Can they survive by 
terrestrial foraging?

Below Auk-rec 
loop drive. Was ice 
perhaps caused by 

the stream's long run 
through this ceramic 

culvert? We obviously 
needed to check 

above the road . . .
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4) Southerly sun  
Beach orientation is one of the strongest patterns detectable 
in GIS analysis of existing and former Tlingit and Haida 
villages. On the following page I've mapped what I currently 
consider the 90 most culturally significant settlements in 
Southeast Alaska, assigning to each a cardinal (N,S,E,W) 
or intervening (NE, SE, SW, NW) aspect. Half (44) of these 
village sites face southwest, followed by south (17), then west 
(10). The few exceptions tend to be in low-lying topography 
free of high, sunblocking mountains to the south. One of 
those exceptions is Tsaa T'ei héen, on a generally north-facing 
portion of the Admiralty shoreline—in general, problematic 
for sun. Given that disadvantage, we'd seek places stand-
ing well away from high, sun-blocking hills. At the time of 
our 2013 course, we had no maps of exact village location, 
but I've since obtained a chart (page 49) made from surveys 
between 1888 and 1890. It indicates most of Tsaa T'ei héen 

Tlingit name translation aspect 

HAIDA VILLAGES 

Haida outside villages 

K’áyk’aanii (Kaigani) crabapple town se

Lisuuwaa unknown (>Essowah) sw

Koinglas mud river sw

Howkan drum on both sides sw

Klinkwan bark village sw

Sukkwan whitegrass village w

Hydaburg WGN w

Haida inside villages

Old Kasaan pretty town sw

Cháats’ Híinii humpy creek nw 

Gáadaa waterfall nw 

New Kasaan pretty town sw

TLINGIT VILLAGES

Taant’a Kwáan

Kadúkxuka place on the cottonwoods e

Dàasxakw Aan sand beaches around it sw

Sanyaa Kwáan

Gàash powder w

Àasgutu.àan village in the woods nw 

Saxman IWGN sw

Totem Bight WGN sw

Nàa.áa distant lake sw

Ganàax sheltered place s

Xèel foam se

Hinyaa Kwáan

Lawáak Lawá (founder) w

Shankw Lkwa Shankw little point se

Takjik’aan Kwáan

Taakw.aan winter village s

Xàa Héen war party creek sw

Takjik’aan coast town sw

Shtax’héen Kwáan

Kaachxan.áak’w little lake accessible sw

Keishangita.áan red alder village sw

Aanyádi Yakwdeiyí noble’s canoe landing sw

Tans fish jumping sw

An.áan resting village nw 

Choox’as Aan waterfall town sw

Kaasheet man’s name sw

Taalkú Aan widemouth basket town sw

Kooyú Kwáan

Shee Yat’ak.aan village beside Shee s

Kalhin Aan __*water village se

Kéex’ Kwáan

Anyoo.átk’ X’áat’ak’w village between the islands ne

Lxex’wxu.aan town where no one sleeps sw

Kéex’ blister & other meanings ne

Kake first light in pass sw

Tlingit name translation aspectTwo south-facing 
settlements: 
Aanchgaltsóow 
and a Hilda-Creek 
fish camp. In 
summer, sun rises 
in the northeast 
and swings around 
to set in the north-
west. Greatest 
warmth and enso-
lation is usually 
in late afternoon, 
with sun in the 
southwest.  
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Kudadak Aan where people come to visit sw

X’algihéen suds creek nw 

Náx Tlein big harbor s

S’iknaxsáani black bear town s

Xutsnoowú Kwáan

Aangóon isthmus town sw

X’aak’w Aan town on small point w

Naltóoshgáan ?the good place? sw

Yeil Gaawk’ú raven’s little drum sw

Tanchwusxeek fish jumping kept em awake sw

Keitanji Aan continually lifts up sw

Tinaa Gooní copper shield spring ne

Kák’w little basket se

Sheet’ká Kwáan

Shee Lunáak Gathéeni over the nose of Shee s

Dagák’ Geeyí little-sockeye bay s

Sitka (& totem park) Sheet’ká: outside of Shee s

X’as’tuhéen creek inside the jaw s

Naxiskéet Aan bay with flooding tides town w

Yanashkwéix Aan humpies carrying the water sw

Kun.aan hunting town w

S’awdáan Kwáan

S’awdáan dungie town s

T’aak’ú Kwáan

Tlaksidak unknown w

Tlingit name translation aspect

Tlingit name translation aspect

S’iknáx black bear town sw

S’iknaxs’aank’i little one below S’iknáx sw

S’iknáx Aan Geeyí grindstone town bay s

Áak’w Kwáan

Tsaa T’ei h’éen behind the seals creek w

Juneau IWGN sw

Asx’ée twisted tree sw

Kutak.aan ____town sw

Aanchgaltsóow nexus town s

Xunaa Káawu

Xaayta.aan inside the redcedar town sw

Xunaa shelter from north wind sw

Kax’noowú hen grouse fort sw

Gaat Héeni sockeye creek sw

Xaatgutu.aan nestled in spruce roots se

Xakwnoowú sandbar fort se

L’awshaa Shakee.aan town on glacial sand s 

 About 90 current and 
former Tlingit and Haida 

settlements. Back-
ground colors represent 

kwáans. (Arcmap 
appears unable to 
display underlines; 
apologies for these 

spelling omissions on 
village labels.)

clan houses actu-
ally faced WSW. 
Point Young extends far 
enough out into Stephens 
Passage that the winter sun 
(barely) clears the massif of Eagle 
Peak, about 4 miles to the south, 
giving a little mid-day warmth to the 
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landing beach in the frosty month of January.   
     Gardens likewise depend heavily on this insola-
tion—energy derived from exposure to arcing sun. 
Gardens are best warmed and lit on moderately-sloping 
southwest aspects unshaded by trees. In Lingít Aaní, 
between 55o and 60oN latitude, even summer sun traces 
a relatively low path. Many gardens were right next to 

Gunaaxoo Kwáan

Ltu.áa lake inside the point s

Guséix sunken s

Yaakwdáat Kwáan

Kulijigi Héen tough river sw

Aan Tlein big village sw

Diyaaguna.éit where salt water comes up sw

Yaakwdáat canoe rebounded sw

Jilkáat Kwáan

Deishú end of trail e

Yandeist’akyé faraway stuff drifts ashore sw

Kaltsexx’i Héen kicking river ne

Kaatx’waaltú rockslide sw

Tlakw.áan eternal town s

Jilkoot Kwáan

Lkoot storehouse s

Shgagwei windy with white caps sw

Dayéi to pack s

Tlingit name translation aspect Chart first published in 1892, based 
on surveys done 2 to 4 years prior. 

Clan houses and even some 
smokehouses are mapped. 

I've circled all buildings at 
known Áak'w or T'aakú 

cultural sites; others 
along Gastineau 

channel are mostly 
early-post-Euro 

establishments. The large majority of 90 
settlements in preceding 
tables faced southwest.

Compare these ~1890 cultural sites with the chart from 
Meade's observations in 1869. Appendix 1: The village cycle.

~1890
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the beach. It would be interesting at these sites to measure how much additional warmth and 
light was gained from reflectance off the water, particularly when the surface was unbroken 
by waves.  

5) Viewshed & defensible topography   
Every core village needed quick access to a high bluff with sweeping views of approaching 
friends or enemies, where there was typically a log stockade. In Auke Bay the nearest such 
bluff was 2 miles from the village at Aanchgaltsóow (1910 map, page 43), probably causing 
some anxiety about defensive vulnerability (Edward Kunz Sr). 1  

During the 1793 & 1794 explorations of Vancouver (Lamb, ed, 1984) and Menzies (Olson, 
ed, 1993), there was great interest in documenting cultural sites of all kinds. Judging from 
descriptions in their published journals, the majority of reported sites were probably fortifica-
tions, although often (mistakenly?) referred to as villages. From a defender's perspective, the 
flipside of a great view is that you too become more visible. Forts were easily detected from 
Vancouver's ships Discovery and Chatham, and from the smaller pinnaces and yawls sent into 
the archipelago on survey missions.   

Here's an example from the journal of ship-surgeon Archibald Menzies, in the territory of 
Sanyaa Kwáan, later named Behm Canal: 2

"We came to the remains of a large Village [sic?] situated on a high rock protecting the side of the 
Arm & well constructed to guard against any attack of a hostile tribe with their usual Weapons; We 
were at first puzzled to find the entrance to this fortress till we observd a Tree laid slant from the rock 
on the land side with notchd steps that led to a small portal capable only of admitting one person at a 

1  In the mid 1960s, KJ Metcalf, then with Juneau Ranger District, produced a film about the history of Auke Bay Recreation 
Area that featured an on-site interview with Ed Kunz Sr.  In June, 2010, we acquired a digital copy of this 'long-lost' movie from 
Myra Gilliam at JRD and showed it to students and staff in the Goldbelt Heritage summer camp, held at UAS. 

In one scene, filmed at Áak'w Noow point, Edward stood below the cliffs, looking upward to the old fort location. He 
explained that young men were always stationed as lookouts atop this bluff, and that in fact the chief lived nearby, ready to be 
alerted at the appearance of visitors.

2  I find no Tlingit name in Thornton & Martin (2012) for this major fiord. This is not an unusual data-gap in the atlas, nor in other 
place-name compilations. Even for the Ketchikan area—which, thanks to the 1920s work of Thomas Waterman, has 963 recorded 
place names, more than that of any other kwáans—the largest landscape features are often unlabeled. Was there perhaps no 
need for features encompassing a person's entire universe? (Does a fish need a word for water?)  

time, over wich a scaffold was erected very well adapted to defend 
the entrance by a small party with their long spears; . . . . [the 
"village"] was capabale of containing 4 or 500 people perfectly 
secure from any invading Tribe."  [AM, as transcribed and edited in 
Olson, 1993]

Although a few Russian, Spanish and Yankee trading ships 
had penetrated short distances into southern portions of Lingít 
Aaní by the time of the 1793 and 1794 British surveys, none 
kept logs or charts as rigorous as those of Vancouver, Whidbey, 
or Menzies, whose observations, however biased, are therefore 
unique in providing glimpses of "pre-contact" or at least very 
early-contact fortifications. 

Those pre-contact log stockades could not have antici-
pated cannon fire. The earliest sailing ships large enough to 
carry cannons had limited ability to navigate inside waters. 
But steam power soon brought nearly every fort within 

View northeast over the estuary of Auke Nu Creek. Stockade was atop 
the point on right. Compare with bare-earth hillshade view, next page. 
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bombardment range. The siting and structural character of Tlingit and Haida forts 
must consequently have changed during the 1800s. 3 Here, I'm concerned mostly 
with pre-contact siting priorities.   

Most of the elevated, rocky fort sites with distant views were poorly endowed 
with other criteria we've listed as important for practical living quarters: potable 
water, diggable substrate, good canoe beach, etc. In this regard it was inaccurate 
for Vancouver and his colleagues to call them "villages." Occupation was prob-
ably brief and uncomfortable, lasting only until perceived threats had passed. 
Nevertheless, throughout the vigilant pre-contact centuries of the Neoglacial, 
access to such retreats was an essential attribute of why we lived here. 4 

In 1946 testimony, Jake Cropley told Goldschmidt, Haas & Kahklen (1998):   
“There was a fort called Áak’w Noow on the north side of Auke Bay.  . . .It was big 
enough to hold the whole of the Auk tribe in time of war. .”  . . . 

This L’eeneidí stockade was on a minor point, but had limited range of visibil-
ity. More strategically located was a stockade at Outer Point, called Shikaagi 
Noow, or thick-walled log fort. From here, you can scan Stephens Passage to the 
south, or Lynn Canal to the north. Westernmost Sayéik, spirit helper (Douglas 
Island) 5 has many high bluffs from which you can see far out to sea. Elevated 
perspective is also superior to sea-level views for estimating distances. 

3  At first, attempts were made to adapt fortifications to the new threats. In 1802, the Kiks.ádi fortifications 
at Sitka were strengthened, and for a time withstood bombardment. On fleeing to the eastern end of Peril 
Strait, they built an even stronger fort, and camouflaged it to evade detection. But with each passing decade, 
European gunships rendered traditional fortifications more obsolete.  

4  Madonna Moss coauthored a summary paper on fortified sites that proliferated throughout the Pacific 
Northwest beginning about 1,500 years ago (Moss & Erlandson, 1992). However, she has more recently 
questioned whether these sites actually indicate a period of widespread, increased violence. An alternative 
explanation is that fort constructions point to a kind of precautionary "arms race." In this view, through 
diplomacy and traditions for diffusion of inter-clan tensions, coastal peoples rarely came to blows. 

In either scenario, it appears that throughout much of the Neoglacial episode, fortified bluffs, points and 
rocky islands were essential elements of clan and kwáan landscape use.  

5 It's unclear from the place-names atlas (Thornton & Martin, 2012, pages 72 and 76), whether "Sayéik" refers 
to Douglas town, the whole island, or as in English, both features. 

Fort site at Auke Nu Creek on 
LiDAR-generated hillshade. The 
high, rip-rapped berm of Glacier 
Highway was not present when 
the fort (or series of forts?) 
were constructed. 

Moss & Erlandson (1992) 
found a meter-deep shell 
midden exposed where a rock-
slab slumped from this bluff 
to the beach. Uncorrected C14 
date from shell near the base 
of this midden was 1340+-60 
years BP. Using a more recent 
calibration curve (Balter, 2010) 
this should be adjusted to about 
1475 years BP (~500 AD). 

This early date much 
precedes the estimated arrival 
here of Áak'w Kwáan in the 
L'eeneidí migration story 
(Joseph, 1965). But in places 
where good fort-site topography 
is limited, such locations would 
have been attractive to any 
people in need of defensive 
structures. 

Left: Field of view from 2 impor-
tant fortifications on high bluffs 
in Áak'w Aaní. While Áak'w 
Noow could be more quickly 
reached in emergency from 
Aanchgaltsóow, Shikaagi Noow 
was situated in a much better 
location for early-detection of 
approaching threat.
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So far, we've only addressed attributes of fort sites themselves, and 
of lookout points with high vantages. But archeologists have noted a 
more general tendency of core villages—both pre- and post-contact—to 
be situated in places with spacious views, as opposed to sites that might 
have more immediate access to abundant resources, such as bay-head 
estuaries. Aside from proximity to a defensible fort, here are some 
considerations affecting that choice:

●  A good canoe beach, as described earlier, should have hull-friendly 
substrate and moderate gradient. But when we factor-in defensive attri-
butes, we need a beach from which our canoes can be quickly launched 
at any stage of tide. Such conditions are rarely found near the gently-
shoaling deltas at bay-heads. Of course, neither are you likely to find 
optimum canoe beaches on steep, rocky shorelines with defensible cliffs. 
This points us to intermediate sites such as Aanchgaltsóow.

●  Resource-rich living sites are often uncomfortably close to big furry 
things. This criterion is developed below under Secondary factor #6. 

●  Bay-heads are often swampy, buggy, and challenging for sewage 
disposal. More open sites typically have breezes and coarser substrate. 

●  Wide views have more than defensive benefit. They also may alert 
us to opportunities, such as the passage of marine mammals, or gulls 
diving on forage-fish, or an inviting lull in storm conditions. 

 
Clearly range-of-view was an important consideration in village siting 
choice, and in location of actual fortifications. A systematic analysis of 
terrain features could be done using landscape architects' viewshed tools 
in ArcMap, or other stand-alone programs. Such analysis could either 
begin from known sites, or be used to predict sites that are still undiscov-
ered, including some now far from beaches, established at times of much 
higher sea level.

SECONDARY SITING 
FACTORS
6) Away from bear 
hotspots  
Especially on the brown 
bear islands, there's tension 
between easy access to fish 
and plant resources, and the 
sensible preference to sleep 
at some remove from long-
clawed omnivores. In spite of the 
importance of salmon to Northwest 
coast cultures, few of Southeast’s best-known Tlingit villages were right next to 
major salmon streams. There are several reasons for this.

We've so far considered other more generic factors, such as lack of defensive 
views in bay-heads where anadromous streams are concentrated. Those factors 
can be applied to any analysis of village-siting choice throughout the Tongass. I've 
relegated these speculations about bear-avoidance to "secondary" factors, because 
they apply less universally. They're of special interest on the ABC Islands (Admi-
ralty, Baranof and Chichagof) hosting brown but not black bears, and where bear 
density is much higher than on the mainland. 1  

Although fishing comes first to mind, resource competition occurs also with 
plants. Southeast’s best plant-gathering habitats, for both bears and people, are salt 
marshes and uplift meadows. Plants in the tidal zone (goosetongue, beach spinach, 

1  Even within the ABCs, there are differences in bear "personalities." LaVern Baier, ADF&G, who has 
approached many bears in foot snares on both Admiralty and Chichagof, concludes that the Admiralty brownies 
are more aggressive. He thinks this may support the genetic work that points to Admiralty bears as “a breed 
apart.” 

Imagine gathering and drying your years’ supply of salmon at Tsaa t’ei héen in days before high-powered 
rifles, or even before early muskets! Imagine the relationship between L’eeneidí spearmen and animals who 
sometimes outweighed them 10 to 1! How would you speak to such a piscivore?

Uplift meadow at Sitkoh Bay, Chichagof Island. 
Foraging in chest-high vegetation alongside more 

powerful grazers can be adrenalizing.
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glasswort, etc) remain succulent and free of anti-herbivore 
compounds throughout the summer. Salad greens and 
potherbs from the fringing uplift meadows become fibrous 
and bitter, so are best gathered in spring. At any season, it's 
more relaxing to collect these plants at respectful distances 
from Xóots.

On mainland portions of Áak'w and T'aakú Aaní, rela-
tively bear-free living sites on dynamic uplift beaches 
could be found at safer remove from “resource” sites, 
where gatherers were less perennially exposed to bruins. 
On Admiralty, most of the coastline was more geomorphi-
cally stable, and prime living sites were more inevitably 
right on top of the bears.

Within Áak'w Aaní, the most obvious place to inquire 
into historical human-bear relations is at Tsaa t'ei héen, 
behind the seal water (Admiralty Cove). In addition to 
this 2009 aerial, the site is mapped on pages 21 and 48. An 
oblique photo of the barrier-spit is on our cover.   

Over the past 2 centuries, human-bear relations have 
undergone major changes at Tsaa t'ei héen—unfortunately 
not for the better. I'm told that in recent decades the US 
Forest Service cabin at Admiralty Cove has been reserved 
throughout the hunting season by trophy hunters—often 
Coast Guard employees. Older, wiser bears avoid the flats; 
naive younger bears are killed. 

In 1946, Mary D. Johnson told GH&K that bears made 
it “difficult to use this place.” By mid-century, she was 
describing an estuary that no longer supported a village, 
but was still visited at salmon time to put up fish. The 1929 

Navy air photos showed a cabin (L'eeneidi smokehouse?) tucked into the head of the salt marsh. 
Bear trails no doubt enveloped this fish camp and encounters would have been frequent. By 1946, 
the finely-tuned pre-contact human-bear relationship and partitioning of the estuary had been 
thrown into disarray by half a century of 'dominionistic' Euro-American presumptions and large-
caliber firearms. 

Earlier, however, up until about 1890, Tsaa t'ei héen (chart, page 49), was a bustling village. 
When several hundred people lived here, bear relations were more “formal” and mutually under-
stood. Brown bears were good incentive for humans to sleep and forage in large groups. People 

2009
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staked out key habitation, watering, and (in season) fishing sites, but probably 
ceded the rest to their big furry neighbors. At Tsaa t'ei héen, the village was 
about a quarter mile from the prime salmon-fishing reaches. Probably, the 
southern margins of the central estuary were bear-grazing grounds, while the 
enclosing spit would have been more popular for human uses.

As managers of modern bear-viewing facilities have learned, it's possible to 
orchestrate a sometimes tense but essentially viable "truce" between humans 
and bears. They call it "neutral habituation," A manager's main challenge is 
to keep human foods out of reach of bears, and to teach humans to behave 
predictably, keeping people away from fishing holes most critical to bear 
nutrition. In this process, today's managers benefit from cooperative, instinc-
tual "agreements,"—both human-to-bear and bear-to-bear—that have evolved 
over millennia of side-by-side foraging. When salmon are running strong, 
there's usually enough for everybody. 

Like today's managers at Pack Creek and Mendenhall Visitor Center, every 
human resident of old Tsaa t'ei héen recognised each brown bear who used 
the stream and salt marsh. They knew which bears were comfortable around 
people, and which ones were jumpy. They taught young bears the 'rules' for 
minimization of conflict and surprise. Unlike all but the oldest of today's bear-
watching guides, the people of Tsaa t'ei héen had lived with this population of 
bears for generations. They knew every bear's mother and grandmother. With-
out persecution or disrespect, they had shaped an extraordinary interspecies 
partnership with the most formidable land mammal of the Pacific coast. 

7) Holding lagoons 
Jack Hodges—a USFWS waterfowl biologist and pilot who has probably 
spent more time in the air over Southeast estuaries than anyone I know—
pointed out to me years ago that “naturally-formed” lagoons are actually 
unusual. Over time, depositional processes in estuaries tend to fill in lagoons  

that briefly form behind storm spits or in oxbows of migrating sloughs.
For example, on the Mendenhall Wetlands, most of the sizable tidal lagoons 

are anthropogenic dredge ponds. In my travels throughout the Tongass, even 
fairly natural-looking lagoons—for example in the estuaries of Peril Strait—
often turn out to be artifacts of industrial-scale logging in the 1960s. Their 

Charlie Joseph of Angoon described a holding pond (white arrow) at Windy Smokehouse, 
on Salt Lake at the mouth of Hasselborg River. They would catch sockeye at a falls 
upriver, then return "to the camp, soak the fish in a pool overnight, then cut them for drying 
and smoking."  Rennick et al (1991). On a recent visit with Donald Frank, Deisheetaan, 
we noted another 'unnatural-looking' pond of similar size and depth, back under the young 
spruce forest. In the 1929 Navy aerials, before forest overgrew Windy Smokehouse, 
smokehouses could still be seen. Charley claimed that was about the last year the camp 
was used to put up fish.

2005
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once-crisp and artificial-looking edges become muted in just a few 
decades by tidal erosion and deposition. 

Since Jack Hodges first raised this question of lagoon origins, I’ve 
begun to wonder if some of the tidal and near-supratidal depressions 
near old village sites might also be anthropogenic, yet far older than 
the 'modern' examples from industrial logging and airport-associated 
dredging. Could those earlier ponds date back to the centuries before 
refrigeration, or even salting, when salmon, herring, eulachon, floun-
ders, shellfish, seaweed, etc. could be stored alive in brackish pools 
until needed? 

Ancient, rock-dammed holding ponds are obvious and sometimes 
well-studied in parts of southern Southeast, where glacial rebound 
is essentially nil and the ponds remain at close to their “intended” 
elevation near high tide line. Shorezone oblique photographs are a 
good way to scan for these features, but of course a ground visit is 
needed to confirm their origin. On the rapidly rebounding shores 
of Áak’w and T’aakú Aaní, such ponds may now be drained, over-
grown, and less obvious.

It would be surprising if fishing peoples didn’t manipulate lagoons 
to some degree—deepening and/or barricading them to retain water 
and prevent escape by fish or invertebrates stored there. How might 
we determine which lagoons are to some degree anthropogenic?

As with item #6, brown-bear proximity, access to lagoons is 
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Scattered 
rocks don’t look 

‘natural’. Are these and 
the lagoons evidence of  

ancient fisheries? 

Site of the old Haida village of Koinglas, on Long Island, a predecessor to 
Howkan (K’wii Gandlaas  = muddy river). Here on the southern Tongass, where 

glacial rebound has been nil for millennia, this lagoon remains at the same 
elevation as when the village was occupied. The lagoon looks partially bedrock-
controlled, but was it additionally molded by people to retain brackish water for 

storage at all stages of tide?   

clearly a secondary consideration in why we live here. But because these features stand 
out so clearly in vertical orthophotos and Shorezone oblique images, there's potential 
for systematic, pre-field mapping that opens new windows on known cultural sites, and 
even points us toward previously unstudied camps and villages. As LiDAR-based bare-
earth models become available for more and more of the Tongass, we'll also be able to 
detect tidal lagoons now raised above sea level, beneath canopies of young, post-Little-
Ice-Age spruce stands, or even higher, under ancient old growth that hides the beaches 
once inhabited by early Holocene kayakers.
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Appendices:
1) The village cycle 
As I study the history of Tlingit and Haida settlements, it’s becoming clear that in addition to seasonal move-
ments between resource camps, a kwáan's central, overwintering village typically moved, on a regular 
basis. These movements probably increased in frequency throughout the 1800s, in response to pressures 
from European exploration and settlement. But even prior to such external factors, I suggest that kwáan 
villages rotated, perhaps every decade or two, as nearby consumables became harder to gather.1 That was 
especially strategic in the more glaciated north, where the Little Ice Age posed challenges to both food-
gathering and shelter considerations. My guess is that toward the end of an elder's life, her village would 
have cycled through several well-known, optimal locations. Beaches not currently inhabited were 'left fallow,' 
enabling resource recuperation.

For example, a careful reading of DeLaguna (1960) indicates that Xutsnoowú Kwáan had 5 central villag-
es between 1835 and 1869. The first was Ketanji Aan, village where it continually lifts up (Killisnoo Harbor, 
1929 stereopair, on page 37) It was under construction in 1794 when Lt Whidbey came through, and report-
edly evacuated during the smallpox epidemic of the mid 1830s—something that happened to many Tlingit 
and Haida villages. The town of Angoon as we know it today had just been settled by the Gaanax.ádi in 
1869, when Commander Meade2 and others reported a village on the isthmus. The name Aangóon, isthmus 
town was not yet in use; several nautical charts of this era simply label it "Kootznahoo Village." 

Few other Tlingit communities have the intensive historical documentation that deLaguna assembled 
for Angoon and Yakutat. Among Alaskan Haida villages, the most detailed oral history is for Old Kasaan, 
thanks to interviews with Walter Young and other elders (Burgess et al 1971). Not coincidentally, the story of 
Old Kasaan begins, like Angoon's, in the smallpox epidemic of the 1830s. A village to the south on Chasina 
Peninsula was evacuated by that tragedy, and survivors moved to Old Kasaan. Unlike the pattern at 
Angoon, however, Old Kasaan remained a principle village for about 60 years, until the employment-related 
move to New Kasaan. What factors explain this difference from Angoon's more mobile history? 

For several years I’ve speculated that Aanchgaltsóow—considered the old Áak’w village, was actu-
ally fairly recent—not yet present when Whidbey rowed through in 1794. But reading the 1869 Meade 

1  As just one example, consider the logistics of gathering firewood for cooking and heating in the large, uninsulated clan 
houses before crosscut saws came into use in the late 1880s—back in the days when even axeheads were precious clan 
possessions. Each year, you would travel farther for that wood, mostly-hand-gathered from the forest floor. 

2  Meade was the Civil War veteran (sufferer from PTSD) in command of the Saginaw, who destroyed 5 Kéex Kwáan 
settlements. His journal makes for offensive, sometimes chilling, but extremely illuminating reading for anyone delving into 
locations of kwaan camps, forts and villages in the mid-1800s. I've integrated his diary with charts based upon Meade's crude 
shoreline sketchmaps. Download it from: http://www.juneaunature.org/culture/tlingit-geography-history/ The excerpt, above 
right, is a prime example of Meade's unwitting cartographic contribution to the study of Why we live here. 

journal—combined with study of early maps from numerous federal 
cruises of the 1860s and 70s—indicates that that even 75 years 
after Whidbey, the Áak’w Kwáan’s village in Admiralty Cove— Tsaa 
T’ei Héen, behind the seal water—was their central settlement. 
Aanchgaltsóow is conspicuously missing from ship logs and maps 
of that period. 

As for T’aakú Kwáan, the “settlement” shown here, reported by 
Meade as “12 houses stockaded in,” probably held the majority 
of their coastal population. That village was briefly emptied in the 
move to Juneau, then rebuilt by the Sik’nax.ádi. A 'rediscovered' 
photo of the latter village is on page 40.

Excerpt from engraving by professional cartographers in reference to Meade's 
and others' sketchmaps and rough harbor charts. Comparison to modern 
mariner's chart (inset) reveals distortions such as the non-existent arch of 
Gastineau Channel (carry-over from Whidbey's 1794 map). But because 

village documentation was a priority for Meade, it's often possible to precisely 
pin down locations of habitations uncharted by other commanders. 

1869
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2) Words pertaining to environment  
From Edwards (2010), thematic lexicon section
1.2.1 land 
In addition to the words for inhabited land, (aan, 
yanshuká) the lexicon lists:
shaa  mountain
shaa yadaa  mountainside, around the mtn
shaa shakée  mountaintop
shaanáx  mountain valley; valley
shaa seiyí  shelter of mountain, beach below 
mtn
gootl  bump, lump, hump, mound
a litká  on the crest, ridge, backbone
x'aa luká  ridge or elevated part of the point of 
land
gooch  small hill, mound knoll
x'aa  point of land
a góon  portage, isthmus
noow  flat-topped island with steep sides
tax'aayí  rock point
té káas'  rock crevice, fissure
gíl'  cliff
yán  shore; land
tleiyán  shoreline
neech  shoreline, beach
éek  beach; waterside; down on the beach, 
shore
x'áat'  island
shaltláax  emerging river island; supratidal reef
eech  reef; boulder on ocean floor
taashuká  river flats; tidelands, mudflats
katóok, tatóok  cave
séet  draw, gully, box canyon
aasgutú  forest; timbered area
sít'  glacier

Shaanáx Tlein, big valley (Lemon 
Creek Valley), WJ Peters, USCGS

s'é  clay; alluvial silt
ch'éix'w  dirt, dust
l'éiw yátx'i  fine sand or gravel 
kútl'kw  mud
xákw  sand or gravel bar or beach 
l'éiw  sand, gravel
l'éiw x'aayí  sand point
l'éx'kw  soil, dirt
té  stone, rock
yanax  underground
tl'átk  earth; land, country; soil
dei  path, trail, road, street 
kaa x'oos deiyí  foot path
táay  garden; field
katkaakú; galgaaku  wilderness; 
the bush
gáan  outdoors, outside

6.5.1 building 
hít  house, building
chál  platform house; house cache; shed
attx'aan hídi  smokehouse
s'ísaa hít  tent

1.3.1 waterbodies; 1.3.2 water 
movement 
éil'  ocean, salt water
eey; geey  bay
kungageey  cove; bight
geey tá  head of bay
déili  shelter from wind or weather, harbor
haat  current, tide
x'óol'  whirlpool; boiling tide
kées' shuwee  high tide line

éek lukakées'i  low tide
léin  tide flats
éix'  slough
héen shú  edge of body of water
héenák'w  creek, small stream
héen wantú  edge of river channel
ísh  fishing hole; hole in stream
héen sháak  head of river, stream
a wát  mouth of river, creek
héen wát  mouth of river, creek
xaat héeni  salmon stream
x'áas  waterfall
áa  lake
áak'w  little lake, pond
goon  spring of water
sháchk  swamp
t'aay  hot springs

1902
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rocks & minerals: 1.2.2 matter
xéel  granite 
s'oow  greenstone
néex'  marble
eek  copper
góon  gold
dáanaa  silver
ikyéis'  iron

1.1.3.2 wind 
xóon  north wind
dákde át  offshore wind
yandé át  onshore (west) wind
l'agakáx  west wind
sáanáx  south wind
k'eeljáa  chinook wind; south wind

3) Words for living places
In English, we have a plethora of 'generic' terms for inhabited 
places. Here are just a few examples that come up in a search of 
Rogets Thesaurus:

Village, hamlet, burg, boomtown, market-town, crossroads, 
suburb, ghetto, downtown, megalopolis, conurbation, outskirts, 
settlement, abode, establishment, plantation, anchorage, precinct, 
parish.

But in Tlingit, such generic terms appear to be relatively few. 
Puzzled by the limited lexicon for different human structures and 
living places in Keri Edwards' dictionary, I emailed some of Juneau's 
language experts.

RC to Nora &Richard Dauenhauer, Fred White, Lance Twitchell: 
"I’ve been struck by how few terms are listed [in Edwards, 2010) 
relating to living places. All I can find is: aan: town, village, 
settlement; inhabited or owned land, and yanshuká: campsite, 
(out in) camp. Of course, there’s also noow: fort, flat-topped 

island. But I feel sure there must be more nuanced terms for inhabited places that fall between the 
extremes of long-term winter villages and more briefly occupied seasonal resource camps. Can any of 
you add to my skeletal vocabulary list, or help me to a deeper understanding of why the word for village 
is also the word for all claimed land? 

Lance Twitchell replied: 
"A place gets a name that is an often complex construction of different parts. Because things are not 
named after people, they are named for things that have happened there. These commonly contain vari-
ous land & water references.

aan is the way to talk about a village or any land, really, and the context of the conversation is needed to 
tell what the reference is. But when naming a place, often there is a relationship between food-gathering 
(gáat + héen + -i = gathéeni: sockeye river), a descriptive element (áa + -k = áak'w: little lake), or a 
grammatical combination that means "where the verb happened" (héen + aawawáal + -i + yé = héen 
aawawal'i yé: place where the water broke). In the last case, the «yé» has a special relationship to the 
verb, which changes the general structure of the verb by compacting it and leveling the tone.

The preface of the Thornton book is a good starting point for understanding placenames. There are not 
that many general terms for land or place, because they have such specific references in the name itself. 
Overall, I would say that occupation is less important than connections and knowing what is there. I hope 
that helps."

If I understand Lance correctly, he's saying that limited generic vocabulary for living places is because it's the 
modifiers (eg Aanchgaltsóow = nexus town) that give each named home its distinction and subtlety.

Aurel Krause (1885) saw Lingít Aaní in 1880, just before the universal transition from traditional post-&-beam 
clan houses to milled-board construction. Aurel's appendix offered another term: tschāsch-hīt, summer 
shelter of twigs. His spellings were rather random, and I'm not sure how that would be rendered today. Is this 
related to s'ísaa hít, tent, in the Edwards dictionary?

Krause noted in the chapter on shelter that people:
 "seek protection of a well-built house only in winter. In summer most of the villages are deserted. If they 
stay long in one place and come back to it year after year . . . they build a house of planks, but not with 
the care lavished on the winter dwelling. . . if a shelter is to be made for a short time, the Tlingit wastes 
no time on it. . . Nowadays the natives often use canvas tents." 
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2

4) Naming our home   
Update, 2020: This Appendix, and the following compan-
ion piece—5) US Board on Geographic Names—were 
written ~6 years ago, and in such a fast-moving arena 
require at least parenthetical addenda. Recognition 
of the injustice of Euro-style naming is maturing more 
rapidly than I'd have predicted. Emblematic of this revo-
lution was removal in 2019 of the name Saginaw Bay 
from maps, replaced by Skanáx, noisy beach. 1  

Scientists adhere to a competitive but historically 
sensible convention for names designating genus and 
species. If a taxonomist can demonstrate that a plant 
or animal was once officially christened by an earlier 
Latin binomial, that Genus-species combination 

1 https://www.ktoo.org/2019/11/18/feds-approve-renaming-saginaw-bay-over-
kake-war-connections/   Other names from what Euros grandiosely 
called the "Kake War" are equally objectionable and under 
consideration for replacement: Murder Cove, Surprise Harbor and 
Retailiation Point. 

supplants the latecomer, whose 
authors, obviously, applied inadequate 
rigor to scouring archives for name 
precedence. Namers of places should 
consider emulating this Linnaean 
protocol.           

In my writing since publication of 
Haa L’éelk’w Hás Aani Saax’ú: Our 
grandparents’ names on the land. 
(Thornton & Martin eds. 2012, hence-
forth T&M12), I’ve used Lingít place 
names, followed by their translation 

in italic, and IWGN (important white guy name) in 
parentheses. Euro-names, however regal or preemp-
tive, were afterthoughts. 

Example: Kadigooni X’áat’, island with spring 
water (Spuhn Island).

Having used this place-naming convention now for 
for consulting work at Dzantik’i Héeni, little-flounder 
creek (Juneau), Aangóon, isthmus town (Angoon), 
Deishú, end of trail (Haines), Xunaa, lee of north 
wind, (Hoonah) Tàan, sea lion (Prince of Wales 
Island), and many other locations since 2012, I can 
report that—far from imposing tedium, or impeding 
the flow of expression—these researches and reap-
pointments have brought landscapes to life. 

Hopefully readers feel the same. I recommend this 
convention to any Southeast Alaskan writer, cartogra-
pher or communicator who seeks stronger connection 
with our lands and waters. It's an enlightening prac-
tise and research opportunity for teachers with their 

Confluence of Kaxdigoowu Héen with 
Wushi l’ux’u Héen (M-word River). 
Clear water meets silty glacial outflow 
here, helping—maybe?—to explain 
the name translated in Thornton & 
Martin (2012) as going back clear 
water. Fred White suggests more 
clear as you move upstream. But 
how old is this name? The stream ran 
turbid not long ago (see Kaxdigoowu 
Héen historical series). Can any living 
elders or recorded ancestors tell us 
the story behind Kaxdigoowu Héen? 

students. 2

Many places have no known Lingít names, either 
because they were not recorded, or in a few cases 
such as Mendenhall River, because the feature didn't 
yet exist when Lingít was the prevailing language. 3 
Comparison of place-name density between Áak’w-

2  In many conversations about place names since 2012, I’ve 
yet to meet anyone firmly committed to preservation of Important 
White Guy Names. Granted, this partly reflects my social circles; 
I don’t hang out with many anglo-, russo- or spainophiles, for 
example. But in Southeast Alaska it’s probably fair to say that 
resistance to restoration of LingÍt names stems more from 
bureaucratic inertia and fear of challenging pronunciations than 
any philosophical allegiance to names from foreign nations and 
colonialistic histories. In trying to imagine who might oppose loss 
of an IWGN, I can only picture descendants of a few distant, 
deceased dignitaries. For example, relatives of Thomas Corwin 
Mendenhall are excited to have a family glacier in Alaska (footnote 
9). Should I risk their ire by suggesting the name “Mendenhall” 
suppresses living Alaskans' understanding of their backyard 
geography? More thoughts on our options, and the future of 
place-naming follow in the companion Appendix 5: US Board on 
Geographic Names.     

3  PS 2020: since the original draft of this essay, I received from 
Wooshkeetaan elder Marie Olson a placenames document she 
compiled with Cecilia Kunz, L'uknax.ádi, in 1991-&-92 (henceforth 
O&K92. It has ~50 place names compared to ~150 in T&M12 for 
Áak’w-&-T’aakú Kwáans. Of 50 O&K92 names, 22 (44%) are not in 
T&M12, suggesting many more are waiting to be shared. But with 
every passing year, hopes for recovering them dwindle.

From O&K92: "Wushi l’ux’u Héen, 8/20/91 and 9/25/91. A kind 
of milky water that describes Mendenhall river good, according 
to CK"  Since this river didn't appear until around turn-of-century, 
Wushi l’ux’u Héen is a recent name, perhaps not universally used 
by contributors to T&M12. Although Cecilia is listed among those 
contributors on page 65, Marie says she didn't participate much in 
that project.  
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&-T’aakú country with most of the other chapters (ie 
kwáan territories) in T&M12, suggests there was once 
an order of magnitude more Lingít place names in the 
Juneau region than the 150 listed on pages 73-77. In 
better-documented landscapes such as Herman Kitka’s 
L’ugunax, coho clan community (Deep Bay, Peril 
Strait), every undulation of the shoreline had a name 
and associated story. 4 

Working on the Áak’w & T’aakú Talking map with 
Fred White at Goldbelt Heritage, and speaking with 
elders about Juneau geography, I’ve become aware 
how complex and ambiguous the names can be. Each 
fluent speaker raises new questions, bringing different 
skills to bear on fascinating semantic problems or clan 
histories. Did the transcriber spell this as the ancestor 
intended? A single changed letter or diacritical mark 
results in surprisingly different interpretations. And 
who gave us the names in the first place? 5 

The conservative response to ambiguity is to do 
nothing with these names, hoping for more authorita-
tive documentation and consensus. Although I look 
forward to further research, interviews, and discussion 
between cultural, biological and geographical special-
ists, there will never be a time when all agree on a 
perfect Lingít atlas for Áak’w and T’aakú Aaní.

For me, that waiting ended with publication of 
Haa L’éelk’w Hás Aani Saax’ú. It’s time to use the 

4  Thornton (2008), pages 123-127 

5  Tom Thornton has sent me suggestions on tracking down 
original sources for the Juneau area, which I'm pursuing with the 
help of Alice Taff.  

names, however speculative. In some 
ways I even relish the teasing mysteries 
in these names. They remind me that in 
science we never arrive at final ‘truth.’ 
The path of a naturalist—and I think also 
of the 21st-century culture-bearer—is 
to embrace uncertainty. That doesn't 
mean complacency; we never stop learn-
ing—dispassionately rejecting mistaken 
hypotheses and dispersing ignorance. 
Never would a principled educator 
campaign to entrench a dogma.

Here’s an example of placename ambiguity that 
might frustrate some while enchanting others. I under-
stand both reactions, but identify more strongly with 
the enchanted: 

Eix’gul’héen, creek at the end of the slough (Swit-
zer Creek). 6 That's the translation in T&M12. Howev-
er, Marie Olson (Wooshkeetaan) and Liana Wallace 
(L’eeneidí) have heard the meaning (or perhaps asso-
ciated story?) expressed as closer to “warm springs 
creek.” While no thermal springs are known in this 
watershed, Bob Armstrong—a fish biologist who has 
studied Juneau streams since the 1960s—says the 
outstanding quality of this creek is relatively warmer 
upwellings into lower reaches from deep alluvium, 
charged winter-long by a fan of crushed, limey slate 

6  Some feel Eix’gul’héen would have been a more appropriate 
name for the middle school than the title of a creek 5 miles to 
the southeast. But it is much harder to pronounce correctly than 
Dzantik’i Héeni. 

Out-of-print 1967 classic compiled by 
Donald Orth. My analysis of its 5107 SE AK 
names (Carstensen, 1999) concluded even 
the small Lingít fraction (9%) is grossly 
misspelled and lacking background infor-
mation. In fact, those few Lingít names on 
BGN-sanctioned maps are typically revi-
sionist; commemorating important Tlingit 
guys (Ankau Saltchucks, Annahootz Moun-
tain) and bearing little if any connection to 
traditional place names.   

chips just upslope. This prevents the stream from 
freezing bottomfast, as happens in cold spells to most 
other creeks of this size. Eix’gul’héen is better for 
wintering fish.

L’eeneidí residents of Eix’gul’héen were probably 
attentive to such subtleties of aquatic habitat. The lives 
of salmon and their anadromous relatives anchored the 
Tlingit universe. Paddling down what was soon after-
ward named Gastineau Channel 7 in 1879, John Muir 
purchased 5 Dolly Varden char from an unspecified 
encampment that could well have been Eix’gul’héen: 

“bright fresh trout, lovely creatures about 15 
inches long, sides adorned with vivid red spots.”

7  An UnImportant White Guy Name. Historian Jim Geraghty 
tells me there was resentment at naming of this major feature 
for—depending on what source you credit—a surveyor or HBC 
steamship that few ever heard of (Orth, 1967). Lost opportunity, 
I guess, for honoring yet another certifiably important white guy. 
Undeniably, this fault-controlled fiordal valley was a coup for 
Gastineau, whoever he or it was. Today, Juneauites speak the 
name “Gastineau” almost as many times per day as we utter the 
surname of town-father Joe.    
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What could those fishermen have told Muir about 
life cycles of every salmonid or cottid species in every 
local stream? That question does frustrate me, because 
respectful or even curious visitors could have done so 
much more to record the wisdom of watershed people. 
But at least we preserved this name, Eix’gul’héen, one 
more murky-but-alluring window onto the framing 
question of our 2013 course, and increasingly, of my 
life’s work as a Southeast naturalist:  Why do we live 
here?    

5) US Board on Geographic Names   
At the November 2013 Clan Conference, I listened 
in fascination to the talk by Bob Francis, Regional 
Cartographer for the US Forest Service. Bob proudly 
described his role in getting several Lingít place names 
‘on the map,’ and also in opposing further prolifera-
tion of inappropriate IWGNs. 8 While these examples 
were inspiring, I was sobered to learn how difficult it 
is to change an IWGN, once it’s been anointed by the 
federal agency that oversees the names on maps.  

President Harrison established the US Board on 
Geographic Names (BGN) in 1890, deemed necessary 
because place-name conflicts were 

“a serious detriment to the orderly process of 
exploring and settling this country.” 

That pioneering attitude boded ill for survival of 

8  Centerpiece of this effort was changing FUBAR Creek to 
Gandláay Háanaa, beautiful stream in Haida.  http://www.sitnews.
us/0911News/090711/090711_beautiful_stream.html 

disenfranchised 
names. Another 
let-down for me was 
scanning the list of 
dignitaries appointed 
by Harrison to the 
original place-names 
board. First was: 

“Prof. Thomas C. Mendenhall. United States 
Coast and Geodetic Survey, Chairman.”

Hmmmm. So much for bumping Mendenhall and 
restoring the Lingít name of our backyard glacier! 9 
But my more general question after listening to Bob 

9  Orth (1967) explained that what Muir named “Auke Glacier” in 
1879 was renamed “Mendenhall Glacier” in 1892 by the USC&GS 
for their superintendent. That was 2 years after President Harrison 
named Mendenhall chairman of the Board on Geographic Names. 
Today, eyebrows might be raised at such inbred commemoration. 
Did TCM at least recuse himself from voting? I asked Juneau 
historian Jim Geraghty if Mendenhall ever even saw the glacier 
named for him. Here’s Jim’s reply:
     [TCM made] “a trip to Lynn Canal to measure gravity 
variations. Certainly he would have seen the Auke Glacier. . . . 
Everything I’ve seen indicates that it was NOT TC Mendenhall’s 
idea to name the glacier but he may have been pleased by this. 
. . . A dozen members of the Mendenhall clan came to Juneau 
a few years ago & Sharon & I drove them all over for one 
day.”   

The Tlingit “Orth.” 
Every Alaskan who 

loves Lingít Aaní 
should own and use 

this atlas.  

Francis’ presentation—and discussion afterward 
with him and L’eeneidí sacred-places caretaker Bob 
Sam—was whether current federal board members 
have more enlightened naming policies. The answer 
is yes, and no.

To my surprise, the lead author of the Board’s 
1997 guidelines document—Principles, policies and 
procedures; Domestic geographic names—was none 
other than Donald Orth, compiler 30 years earlier of 
the Dictionary of Alaska place names—basically the 
BGN’s official renunciation of Tlingit geography. 
In the opening pages of the new Orth policy paper 
(1997) we read that:

“Names of Native American origin are found 
sprinkled generously across the face of the land.”

A disappointingly low-bar definition of generosity. 
And the BGNs dream map?

“It would be ideal if in everyday language all 
people were to use but one name for a given 
geographic entity with only one entity known by 
that name.”

In the founding years of the Board on Names, such 
assimilatory aspirations extended far beyond geog-
raphy, including, for example, the banning of spoken 
Lingít in BIA schools. Even today, perusing guide-
lines for naming in Orth’s 1997 policy document, I 
find little tolerance for multiplicity of place names. 

That said, restoration of Lingít place names has 
influential supporters within federal and state agen-
cies. I was encouraged by a recent communication 
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with Bob Francis at USFS, who would gladly advise 
and collaborate with groups such as Tlingit-Haida, 
Douglas Indian, Sealaska and Goldbelt Heritage. 
We needn’t be intimidated by the quotes above, nor 
by rigid or archaic federal policies. We only need to 
learn where opportunities beckon, and alternatively, in 
which bureaucratic arenas we’d be wasting our time. 
Here are some conclusions based upon a reading of 
Orth (1997) and conversation with Bob Francis:

●  What I call IWGNs (important white guy names) 
are referred to by the US Board on Geographic Names 
as “commemorative names.” Comprising less than 
1% of Lingít place names, commemorative names 
dominate US maps and the BGN database. Over time, 
however, distaste for new commemorative names has 
grown. 

“Experience shows that local citizens and other 
name users often resent and even resist using 
names that commemorate people.” 

The nomination process is laborious, and if 
an element of the population opposes a proposed 
commemorative name, it’s apt to be denied by the 
BGN. While such conflict is a weak strategy for restor-
ing Lingít place-name equity, it does stimulate public 
discussion about the merit or chauvinism of commem-
orative place names on a landscape where they were 
essentially absent before 1790. 10   

10  PS: In 2015 we had our first example of this type of 
conflict-&-resolution. A proposal to name a 3,610-foot summit 
on Heintzleman Ridge after Jon Scribner who died nearby 

●  Trying to change an existing commemora-
tive name—however objectionable—is probably 
futile. While Orth (1997) does have guidelines for 
removal of so-called “derogatory names,” these are 
rarely invoked. Even place names including the word 
“squaw” are hard to delete from federally-sanctioned 
maps, in part because the term isn’t universally consid-
ered demeaning by every Native culture. 11 

IWGNs are even more bomb-proof. There’s no 
federal process for retroactively adjudicating worthi-
ness of important white guys, once they’ve been 
commemorated. We could argue endlessly over who 
was the most arrogant scumball. In early days of 
exploration and settlement, Southeast Alaska was a 
pretty mean-karma place. Off-hand, I can’t think of 
anyone from that period worth celebrating, from any 
of the bickering archipelago subcultures. An official 
despicability ranking might theoretically enable purg-
ing of names like Meade (or his gunship, Saginaw) 

was opposed by groups such as Sealaska and Tlingit-Haida 
Central Council. UAS language specialist Lance Twitchell and 
others collaborated on a counter-proposal. Through respectful 
communications, the Scribner proposal was willingly withdrawn, 
and the mountain regained its Lingit name Tleixsatanjín, hands at 
rest. ADN article by Nathaniel Herz

11  PS 2020. I'm less pessimistic today about futility of changing 
offensive names. As noted in my opening Update 2020, a 
momentous precedent was set in 2019, changing Saginaw Bay to 
Skanáx, noisy beach.

As for squaw, birders are more ‘pc’ than geographers. The 
name “oldsquaw” was recently changed to “long-tailed duck” by 
the American Ornithologists Union. The BGN will inevitably come 
around. 

from our maps. But most would probably agree there 
are more efficient, more probable, and more inspiring 
ways to restore Lingít names than top-down restructur-
ing of BGN protocol at national levels. 12   

●  Assuming we can’t replace existing unfortunate 
place names—and recognizing that opposing further 
IWGNs is a necessary but odious and suboptimal 
tool—this leaves 2 avenues open to proponents of 
Lingít place-name restoration:

1) Push for establishment of Lingít names for 
geographic features not currently designated on feder-
ally-sanctioned maps.

2) Push for inclusion of Lingít names as “variants,” 
to be printed on maps alongside the sanctioned name 
in parentheses. 

“On a map or chart, a name in parentheses may 
appear either following the official name or below 
it. . . The Board does not object to the listing of 
such variant names in a tabular or dictionary 
format in order to convey special information such 
as pronunciation, name origin, or word meaning. 
A statement explaining the purpose of the table or 
dictionary and why the names listed vary from 
official names should be included.”  [RC bolds]

The ‘variant’ approach could gracefully (non-
confrontationally) introduce a fundamentally new 

12 PS 2020. I write this update as Confederate statues throughout 
the American South are toppling off their pedestals. It's a scary 
but exciting time. Feels like my next revision will either be written 
under a dictatorship or a substantially more just and equitable 
government..  

https://www.adn.com/culture/article/ridgepoint-near-juneau-gets-its-tlingit-name-restored-diacritical-marks-and-all/2015/04/12/
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Place names around Dzantik’i Héeni (Juneau). 
Maybe someday, flounders will again prevail, and 
Mr J. will be the “variant?” 
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philosophy of naming within an agency that 
currently favors “one place—one name” 
monolinguism. The timing may be ripe for this 
acknowledgement of ethnic diversity.  

If the Forest Service were to include a hand-
ful of well-vetted Lingít names as variants on 
their next map, above guidelines from Orth 
(1997) would suggest a table giving 

translation, source (T&M12; and, if known, the elders who gave them the 
name), and ideally, a website address for audio files of fluent speakers 
pronouncing each name and including, per BGN’s request, an explanation 
for “why the names listed vary.” That's an opportunity to acquaint map-
readers everywhere with a profoundly different approach, that typically 
honors places rather than people.

National leadership of the BGN is supportive of recent collaborations 
between USFS cartographic staff and tribal entities in Southeast Alaska. 
At many levels, the tide is turning on the ways we name our home.  http://
sharingourknowledge.org/   
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